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RÉsUMÉ 
Maintenant que Je Programme de formation de l'école québécoise est implanté depuis 
plusieurs années au niveau primaire, il fait l'objet d'évaluation. Par contre, le domaine de 
l'évaluation de programme se fait souvent remettre en question par rapport à sa capacité de 
produire des recommandations pertinentes. Il existe donc un besoin de recherche 
fondamentale dans le domaine de l'évaluation de programme. Pour améliorer l'évaluation de 
programme dans le domaine de l'éducation, il est essentiel d'effectuer de la recherche 
fondamentale dans le domaine de l'évaluation de programme. 
Fournier (1995) et Hurteau et Houle (2006) ont effectué des recherches qui visaient la 
pratique en évaluation de programme. Leurs réflexions portaient sur la distinction entre ce 
qui constitue la pratique et ce qui a été élaboré pour la soutenir. Par contre, il existe une 
confusion dans la littérature à ce niveau car cette distinction n'a jamais fait l'objet d'une 
étude empirique. Notre recherche s'inscrit dans cette perspective afm d'établir un cadre de 
référence pertinent et d'examiner si le processus propre à l'évaluation de programme diffère 
de l'application de son instrumentation. 
Nous avons analysé des réponses à un scénario simulé. Ces réponses représentent trois 
orientations théoriques: méthodes, jugement de valeur et utilisation. Même si ces 
orientations ne sont pas nécessairement des catégories mutuellement exclusives, chacune 
s'attarde à une perspective distincte. L'orientation théorique associée aux méthodes utilise 
une approche expérimentale ou quasi-expérimentale où la rigueur est fondamentale. 
L'orientation du jugement de valeur souligne l'importance de porter un jugement sur la 
valeur du programme évalué afin d'offrir l'information nécessaire à une prise de décision. 
L'orientation théorique de l'utilisation s'attarde à l'utilisation des résultats de l'évaluation 
afin d'obtenir un changement au niveau organisationnel. 
Des grilles d'analyse sont utilisées pour identifier les éléments du processus de l'évaluation 
de programme et une analyse croisée des données quantitatives démontre le taux de présence 
de chaque élément dans chaque orientation théorique. Ces données sont ensuite appliquées à 
une analyse de contenue et font l'objet d'une analyse qualitative. Les composantes de 
l'instrumentation sont aussi appliquées à chaque orientation théorique. Les standards de 
pratique provenant du Joint Committee servent de cadre de référence pour identifier les 
variances et les choix méthodologiques sont étudiés à partir de critères prédéterminés. 
Les résultats démontrent qu'à un niveau global les trios orientations théoriques ont présenté 
les éléments du processus de l'évaluation de programme. Par contre, des différences ont été 
identifiées dans l'orientation de l'utilisation. C'est à souhaiter que la présente recherche 
éclaire notre sujet en stimulant la discussion et de futures études. 
AB8TRACT 
Now that the Quebec Education Program has been implemented, evaluators are being cal1ed 
upon to assess its contributions. However, the field of program evaluation' s abil ity to provide 
relevant recommendations has been said to be questionable. As such, there exists a desperate 
need for fundamental research in the field of program evaluation. It stands to reason that in 
order to improve program evaluation in the field of education, we must conduct fundamental 
research in the field of program evaluation. 
Researchers such as Fournier (1995) and Hurteau & Houle (2006) have provided sorne 
insight into program evaluation practices. These researchers distinguish between that which 
constitutes the practice and that which was elaborated to support il. However, there seems to 
exist confusion in the literature regarding this distinction since it has not been empirical1y 
studied as of yet. It is within this perspective that our study's main goal is to examine 
whether the program evaluation process differs from the application of its instrumentation so 
as to establish a relevant frame of reference. 
ln order to conduct such an investigation, we first analyze responses to a simulated scenario 
presented from three different theoretical perspectives, valuing, methods and use. Although 
each orientation is not necessarily a mutually exclusive category, their main focus differs 
from one orientation to the next. The main focus of the valuing theoretical orientation is on 
providing ajudgment of the program's merit or worth in order to inform the decision making 
process. The main concem of the methods theoretical orientation main is with the use of 
experimental or quasi-experimental methodology in order to augment the evaluation's rigor. 
According to the use theoretical orientation, the ultimate goal of program evaluation is for the 
results to be used in order to achieve organizational change so as to best serve the client. 
Analysis of the simulated scenario responses are presented in an analysis grid whieh shows 
identified elements of the program evaluation process and a quantitative cross-analysis of the 
data is performed to show how this data pertains to the rate of occurrence of each element, in 
each theoretical orientation. Then, this data is applied to a content analysis and becomes the 
object for qualitative investigation. Components of the instrumentation are applied to each 
theoretical orientation. The Joint Cornmittee's Program evaluation Standards serve as a 
frame of reference in identifying discrepancies within each theoretical orientation and criteria 
are formulated to guide the investigation regarding the methodological choices. 
The results obtained in our research show that, globally, the three theoretical orientations did 
indeed present the elements of the program evaluation process, with discrepancies identified 
in the use orientation. Nonetheless, the goal is not to trivialize the value of any given 
theoretical orientation; it is to shed light on the topie in order to stimulate discussion and 
future research. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since the 1960's the field of program evaluation has heen growing and expanding. 
With curriculum refonns at the forefront of on going debates in the field of education, 
there exists a growing need for evaluations to he conducted in this area so as to 
provide relevant findings in order to address the changing needs in society. However, 
program evaluation's ability to generate relevant findings which enlighten the 
decision-making process is regularly called into question. As such, conducting 
fundamental research in the field of program evaluation with the goal of improving 
current practices, will inevitably improve program evaluation in the field of education. 
In an attempt 10 guide evaluators in their practices, researchers from various 
theoretical orientations have developed evaluation models which created a certain 
confusion since practitioners commonly associate the application of the models with 
the practice of prograrn evaluation. Through her research on the application of 
evaluation models, Christie (2003) reached the following conclusion: "Over the past 
thirty years eminent evaluation theorists have appealed for increased empirical 
knowledge of evaluation, based on the notion that such knowledge is necessary to 
explain the nature of evaluation practice ... Although an appeal for the empirical 
study of evaluation practice has been made repeatedly, it has met with little response" 
(p.7). 
Recent reflections emanating from Hurteau and Houle's (2006) research, have 
allowed these authors to establish a distinction within the practice (as suggested by 
Christie, 2003); the specific act of evaluating and the instrumentation elaborated to 
support this act (evaluations models being a prime example). However, this 
distinction has never been empirically studied and so this research is an effort to 
examine the distinction between the practice and the instrumentation which supports 
il. lbis distinction paves the way for research to move beyond by questioning 
whether models fulfill their supportive function. It is within this perspective that the 
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present research attempts to examine whether the program evaluation process differs 
from the application of its instrumentation. 
The intent is neither to diminish the value of evaluation models nor to trivialize them 
but rather to increase the body of knowledge surrounding evaluation practice in order 
to -improve the practice which is, as mentioned, often called into question. 
The fust chapter, the problem statement, will provide the fundarnental information 
needed to contextualize the present study. Emphasis will be placed on the problem 
arising from an existing gap in evaluation literature. This chapter will build a 
foundation on which the main research will rest. 
A review of literature will constitute the second chapter. This chapter will present a 
working defmition of program evaluation and the instrumentation. Particular 
emphasis will he placed on evaluation models developed from different theoretical 
perspectives since they will be the main component of the instrumentation that will 
be investigated. 
The methodology will he presented in the third chapter. The research's intended 
design, the source of data, the instrumentation, the plan of analysis and its rigor will 
constitute this third chapter. 
The fourth chapter will present and analyze the results emanating from the collected 
data. It will do so by providing summary tables of the quantitative findings and direct 
quotes to support the qualitative findings. 
The final chapter of the present study is the discussion which will highlight key 
findings in an attempt to shed light on the studied dilemma. 
CHAPTERI 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
This first chapter serves to contextualize and state the problem of the present research. 
Our main focus is on the prograrn evaluation process and the application of 
evaluation models in this process. The reflection that arose from these considerations 
enabled us to formulate a problem statement as weB as the main research hypothesis. 
1. DEFINING PROGRAM EVALUATION 
Lincoln (1985) elaborated her own definition of prograrn evaluation which introduced 
terms such as "controBed investigation" and ''value of the unit as a whole". Scriven 
(1991) subscribes to this perspective and emphasizes that prograrn evaluation is based 
on determining the value or the merit of a unit. McLaughlin and Jordan (2004) add 
that evaluation is: "An intentional transformation of specifie resources (inputs) into 
certain activities (processes) to produce desired outcomes (results) within a specifie 
context" (p. 7). 
Thus, prograrn evaluation involves a systematic gathering of data whose mam 
objective is to study feedback systems in order to render a value judgement, so as to 
improve or to influence decisions concerning its future outcome (patton, 2002; 
Patton, in Alkin, 1990; Scriven, 1991; Stake, 2004). It is part of a program 
management perspective. In order to better understand the nature of its goals, due 
consideration must be given to its target audience as weB as to the very nature of the 
judgements it generates. 
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Stake (2004) summarizes the positions held by establishing that evaluations offer an 
assessment of the value and performance of a program so as to improve it. Mathison 
(2004) defines program evaluation as being a rigorous process which involves 
rendering a judgement regarding a program's value and is part of sound management 
practices. Although these defInitions do allow for a general portrait of program 
evaluation, evidently, there exist numerous definitions of program evaluation and no 
single one has taken hold among all evaluators (Mark, Greene & Shaw, 2006). 
2. THE EVOLUTION OF THE FIELD OF PROGRAM EVALUATION 
Although program evaluation is commonly thought to be a recent phenomenon, it 
originated over 150 years ago. This misconception may be explained in large part by 
the fact that it wasn't until the end of the 1960's that program evaluation received 
considerable attention from the scientific community. It is during this period that 
researchers in the field of social sciences were called upon to evaluate the efficiency 
of numerous programs that were highly acclaimed following the Second World War 
(Madaus and Stufflebeam, 2004). Although originally program evaluation applied 
social science research techniques to render a value judgment regarding a program's 
performance (Suchman, 1967), it became, with time, a separate discipline that has 
distinguished itself from research and evaluative research by its unique ability to 
provide an effective management tool aimed at enJightening the decision-making 
process (Hurteau & Houle, 2005b). 
The 1960's brought a "boom" in program reforms and with it an increasing need for a 
new perspective of evaluation. Nonetheless, the trend in program evaluation grew and 
gained strength. Evaluation specialists were sought out and called upon more 
frequently and diversified methods in evaluation became more apparent. As a result, a 
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growing need to defme a process unique to the field of evaluation arose. In response, 
evaluation theorists focused their efforts on elaborating evaluations models and 
methods that would help guide the practice. Thus, the 1970's and 1980's gave rise to 
professionalizing the field of evaluation and research attempted to structure the 
evaluation process by proposing various methods and models (Madaus and 
Stuffleheam, 2004). As a result, it was during this period that prominent members of 
the evaluation community united to fonu The Joint Committee on Program 
Evaluation. These members elaborated a set of standards intended to guide evaluators 
in the practice of rendering the system accountable and evaluating new programs' 
level of efficiency. 
As was experienced in the 1980's, the field continued to expand in the 1990's. 
However, a growing concem within the evaluation community regarding the use of 
evaluation fmdings began to surface; recommendations made in evaluation reports 
were not being implemented as intended and/or evaluation findings were being 
misused. As a result, this period was characterized by an emphasis on models 
oriented toward the client. Stufflebeam's (1983, 2000) Context-Input-Process­
Product (CIPP) Model, Patton's (1978, 1986, 1997) Utilization-Focused Evaluation 
(UFE) and Cousins' (1992, 1998) Participatory Evaluation (PE) attempted to rectify 
the dilemma by integrating stakeholder participation in the evaluation process. 
Although research in the 1990's focused on problems encountered in the practice, 
research in the new millenniurn is shifting toward causal elements and solutions. 
Stake's (2004) contribution to the field of evaluation is undeniable since he 
emphasizes the significant value of criteria and standards as being fundamental 
components in all evaluations given that, without them, this activity remains at a 
descriptive level, rendering the capacity to make value judgment very difficult. 
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Finally, since much time, effort and resources have been spent on deve10ping and 
revising standards of practice and evaluation mode1s, the new millennium has brought 
with it a willingness to consolidate the acquired knowledge through accredited 
training programs offered by professional associations. Thus, research on evaluation 
is beginning to focus on the practice' s fundamental elements and components. 
3. THE PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCESS AND THE 
INSTRUMENTATION 
The evolution which occurred within the field of practice, the confusion which 
persists between the different constituents in evaluative practices as weIl as recent 
studies have lead Hurteau & Houle (2006) to establish a distinction between that 
which constitutes the specific act of evaluating and the different elements which 
contribute to its support. Hurteau & Houle (2006) refer respectively to the mode1ing 
of the prograrn evaluation process, and the instrumentation. The figure presented on 
the following page illustrates this concept. 
In essence, the modeling of the program evaluation process is central since it 
establishes the components that are associated to the specific act of evaluating which 
distinguishes it from aIl other actions. Hurteau & Houle (2006) present the 
instrumentation in four components; the Joint Conunittee's standards of practice, 
prograrn evaluation mode1s/theoretical orientations, methodological choices and 
ethical guidelines offered by different evaluation associations. The instrumentation 
focuses on how the evaluation will be conducted. 
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Figure 2.1: The modeling of the program evaluation process and the instrumentation 
Program evaluation 
" The.ioint .mOdelsltheoretJëal" 
Committee's . orientations 
stan~dardsof . 
Ëthicalguideliries . 
offeted by the 
different evaJuBtioit 
choicesassOciations 
Hurteau & Houle, 2006 
The fol1owing sections will present an overview of each aspect of Figure 2.1 and will 
be further developed in the following chapter. 
3.1 The modeling of the program evaluation process 
Originally, Scriven (1980) proposed the concept of the Logic of Evaluation which 
involves the following four stages: (1) establishing criteria; (2) elaborating standards; 
(3) measuring performance in relation to the established standards and; (4) 
synthesizing and integrating the data to render a judgment. He later referred to the 
phrase Logic of Evaluation as being ''the specifie principles of reasoning that underlie 
the inference processes in al1 and only the fields of evaluation" (Scriven, 1995). Thus, 
he associates the practice of evaluation to the Logic of Evaluation. Sorne authors, 
such as Hurteau (1991), Fournier (1995) and Stake (2004) pursued Scriven's original 
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thinking and the culmination of their reflections lead to an elaboration of the 
modeling of the program evaluation process (Hurteau & Houle, 2005a; Hurteau, 
Houle & Duval, 2005). According to these authors, this modeling is involved in all 
evaluations and synthesizes the different perspectives. The modeling of the program 
evaluation process bas been validated (Hurteau, Lachapelle & Houle, 2006) and it 
includes the following 6 elements: (l) description ofthe program to he evaluated~ (2) 
establishing the evaluation's dilemma at the onset of the evaluation; (3) rendering the 
evaluation operational~ (4) strategie choices~ (5) making evaluative claims and; (6) 
synthesizinglevaluative conclusions. 
This reflection will be presented in the following chapter. For the purposes at hand, 
suffice it to say that program evaluation practice follows a logical set of specifie 
activities resulting in a value judgment that is based upon identified objectives and 
standards established in the early phases of the process. Thus, evaluation practice is 
the specifie act of evaluating and, as such, has a specific set of operations that are 
unique to the practice of evaluating which are presented in the modeling of the 
prograrn evaluation process. ln this sense, the modeling of the program evaluation 
process is the specific act of evaluating and is a generic representation of the practice 
(Hurteau & Houle, 2006). 
3.2 The instrumentation 
The instrumentation is considered to be that which supports the modeling of the 
program evaluation process. Hurteau & Houle (2006) have identified standards of 
practice, ethical guidelines, methodological choices and evaluation models as the 
different aspects of the instrumentation. 
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In an attempt to guide the evaluator, the Joint Committee (1981) developed Standards 
for Evaluation ofEducational Programs, Projects and Materials which were revised in 
1994. The Program Evaluation Standards are a set of 30 standards divided into four 
categories: utility, feasibi1ity, propriety and accuracy. Also, every major national 
evaluation society developed its own ethical guidelines which are all very similar in 
nature. For example, the Canadian Evaluation Society (CES) produced Guidelines for 
Ethical Conduct with three main guidelines (competence, integrity and accountability) 
and Il defining statements. 
Finally, vanous evaluation models from different theoretical orientations were 
elaborated. The past decades proposed so many models elaborated from so many 
different perspectives that it became necessary to organize them. Alkin and Christie 
(2003) used a category system inquiry approach and proposed an Evaluation Theory 
Tree which served as a metaphor to illustrate their fmdings. These authors identified 
three major theoretical perspectives or orientations: the methods orientation, the 
valuing orientation and the use orientation. These theoretical orientations will be 
presented in the fol1owing chapter. For the purposes at hand, suffice it to say that 
Alkin and Christie (2003) chose to categorize aImost 30 theorists and there are a 
countless number who were not included in the study. From this, it is safe to conclude 
that much time, effort and resources have been spent on elaborating evaluation 
models. 
4. THE SITUATION'S CURRENT STATE 
To date, studies that have been conducted and provide confirmation regarding the 
weak relationship between theoretical concepts and their application (Christie, 2003a; 
Datta, 2003; Chandler, 2001). Chandler (2001) found that: « ...evaluation theory did 
not overly influence the way most approached their practice» (p.3) and Christie's 
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(2003a) study supported this notions in that her findings confirm that practitioners 
rarely utilize prograrn evaluation models and, in the isolated cases where they do use 
models, they sometimes have a tendency to denature them. Christie's (2003) 
investigation involved evaluators by asking them whether they use evaluation models 
to guide their practice. She found that less than 50% of the evaluators surveyed 
reported that they did not use a specific program evaluation model. These results 
prompted Christie draw the following conclusion: 
"It is more accurate to say that evaluators use sorne of the theoretical 
notions put forth by particular theories rather than fully implement a 
particular theory. Furthennore, the practices ofthose who did claim to be 
using a specific theory did not correspond empirically with the practices 
of the identified theorist Thus, 1 conclude that the gap between the 
"common" evaluator and the notions of evaluation practice put forth by 
academic theorists has yet to be bridged" (pp.33-34) 
Christie's fmdings were corroborated by Hurteau, Houle & Duval (2005) and Hurteau 
& Houle (200Sa). Their study, which involved the analysis of 69 published 
evaluation articles, found that only 6% of the authors referred to evaluation models. 
This fmding supports Christie's (2003) findings that evaluation models are rarely 
used by practitioners. Christie provides the following insight: 
... it seems important to investigate the implicit or folk theories of 
evaluation that exist in the field, and how everyday praetitioners form 
notions about evaluation and then use them to guide their work, then 
what does? Research on evaluation can belp answer this question. 
(Christie, 2003b, p.92) 
However, literature does provide some guidance regarding Christie's concems. As 
mentioned (in section 3.1), Scriven (1980) proposed the concept of the Logic of 
Evaluation wruch involves the following four stages: (1) establishing criteria; (2) 
elaborating standards; (3) measuring performance in relation to the established 
standards and; (4) synthesizing and integrating the data to render a jud,gment. This 
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outlines the essential operations which should guide evaluators to fonnulate an 
adequate judgment which is the prime motive of all evaluations. Furthermore, 
Fournier (1995) share this perspective by distinguishing two types of logic that guide 
evaluation practice; the General Logic and the Working Logic that are distinct and, at 
the same time, in interrelation. Fournier's (1995), General Logic follows Scriven's 
four steps whereas the Working Logic focuses on the methods used to establish each 
of the four steps. As such, the General Logic transcends the structures proposed by 
different approaches (or models). This author supports her position by demonstrating 
the way in which these two logics apply differently contingent upon the evaluation 
models. Not only do her explanations establish a distinction between the two 10gics 
but she also presents them as being a generic process which takes on different forms 
of application depending on the models. As such, they are interrelated. The following 
figure illustrates this concept: 
Figure 2.2. The relationship between Working Logic and General Logic 
Probltm: 
Extcnl orpt~;:jrl;onn;:;;:amne~e'~~~~~~~~
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Functiooal prodUd
 
-"...."'--- Question: 
ls X a good/lc.ss good ont of 
Ils type 
Claim: 
Performance/v.lue 
(Fournier, 1995) 
In line with this perspective, is the distinction proposed by Hurteau & Houle (2006) 
regarding the specific process of program evaluation and the instrumentation. The 
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modeling of the evaluation process (validated by Hurteau, Lachapelle & Houle, 2006) 
presents the fundarnental element inherent to the prograrn evaluation process. The 
instrumentation refers to components that were elaborated to support the program 
evaluation process (including the evaluation models). Although the modeling of the 
prograrn evaluation process distinguishes itself from the instrumentation, the two are 
presented as being interrelated (Figure 2.1). 
The authors presented offer a generic process that translates the specific act of 
evaluating which should allow practitioners to render a credible judgment on the 
program being evaluated. They are aIl founded on the Logic of Evaluation (Scriven, 
1980) and both Fournier (1995) and Hurteau & Houle (2006) distinguish it from the 
instrumentation yet show how they are interelated. 
These assertions lead us back to Christie (2003b) in the sense that literature does offer 
interesting alternatives to evaluation models that can be used as a frame of reference 
to guide evaluators in their practice. However, attempts at tlùs distinction remain at a 
reflective or theoretical level and perhaps it is for this reason that there exists, in the_ 
literature, an apparent confusion which calls for clarification between that which 
fundamentally constitutes evaluation - the specific act of evaluating - and its 
instrumentation - that which supports this act. 
5. THE PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Over the past thirty years, much resource has been deployed to develop methods that 
would serve as a beacon to practices in prograrn evaluation. The development of 
standards, their revision and the elaboration of a multitude of models aIl follow in tlùs 
direction. Other research made attempts to identify parameters that served as a 
generic outline of the practice. 
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Christie (2003) confrrms "over the past thirty years eminent evaluation theorists have 
appealed for increased empirical knowledge of evaluation, based on the notion that 
such knowledge is necessary 10 explain the nature of evaluation practice ... Although 
an appeal for the empirical study of evaluation practice has been made repeatedly, it 
has met with little response." 
Among these efforts, we can document numerous writings and developments that 
focused on evaluation models. Perhaps ail this energy invested has been misplaced 
since recent studies (Christie 2003, Hurteau & Houle 2005a) have provided sorne 
insight on the fact that models are not being used in practice. This emphasizes a need 
for a frame of reference that is more relevant. Scriven (1980), Fournier (1995), 
Hurteau (1991) and Hurteau & Houle (2006) made an effort to distinguish between 
the act of evaluating and that which supports it and to offer a generic process that can 
be applied to aIl forms of evaluation. These reflections have brought about a 
distinction between the evaluation process (which is generic since it can be applied to 
a11 approaches in evaluation) and evaluation models which are more specific to the 
instrumentation (Hurteau & Houle, 2006; Fournier, 1995). This distinction could also 
respond, at least in part, to Christie (2003b) who asked what was being used in 
practice if not evaluation models. 
As such, it becomes important to elaborate on this distinction so as to verify whether 
it is a plausible one. This would allow research to move beyond the evaluation 
models by refocusing the attention on the nature of the practice (Christie, 2003) and 
by revisiting fundamental concepts such as Scriven's (1980) Logic of Evaluation, the 
two logics proposed by Fournier (1995) and the process proposed by Hurteau & 
Houle (2006). As such, the purpose of this study is to examine this distinction and to 
investigate whether this distinction contributes to the practice in a relevant way. In 
this sense, we will gain a greater understanding of the nature of evaluation practice in 
the hopes of increasing best practices. 
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6. CONTRIBUTIONS 
Program evaluation's ultimate goal is to provide valid and useful information 
rigorously gathered so as to offer clarity to the decision-making process. Considering 
the consequences involved in decision-making, it is of value to question the process 
that leads an evaluator to make his or her claims. As such, the present study is both 
scientifically and socially relevant. 
On a scientific level, distinguishing between program evaluation models and the 
modeling of the evaluation process is a new point of view. Although research 
findings confmn that evaluation models are not being used, that which is being used 
is still being questioned. Examining influential elements would provide empirical 
data and could offer valuable information toward the elaboration of a synthesized 
core body of knowledge thus aiding in the development of program evaluation as a 
discipline. Dubois and Marceau (2005) contend that the primary difficulty 
encountered in the field which inhibits the development of program evaluation as a 
discipline in and of itself is that it is not founded on a core body of knowledge which 
harmonizes theory, methodology and empirical data. Since program evaluation is 
constantly questioned on its ability to generate relevant recommendations, it is 
evident that this problem persists. 
On a sociallevel, program evaluation is central to the educational systems in place in 
North-America. The field of education regularly calls upon evaluators to assess 
programs at different stages of their life cycle. Evaluation ensures regular feedback 
on the different curriculum aspects in existence and provides clarity to the decision­
making process. Now that the Quebec Educational Plan has been implemented, 
evaluators are being caUed upon 10 assess its contribution. The consequences 
associated with these decisions require careful consideration attainable only with the 
use of rigorous techniques. These techniques involve a logical structure common 10 
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all evaluations and allow for valid conclusions that respect a certain social justice. 
However, the field of program evaluation's ability to provide relevant 
recommendations has been said to be questionable. 
Errors in judgments have been committed along the way. Prime examples of such 
errors include the evaluation of the Follow Through program in the United States and 
the Opération Renouveau program here in Montreal. Since both evaluations were 
based on identical criteria and indicators, the findings presented in the evaluations 
showed that the desired results of the program were not attained even though the 
milieus offering the program reported an improvement in the rate of delinquency. lÎ1 
order to avoid such errors in judgment, fundamental research in the field of program 
evaluation is of essence. As such, there exists a desperate need for fundamental 
research in the field of program evaluation. It stands to reason that in order to 
improve program evaluation in the field of education, we must conduct fundamental 
research in the field of program evaluation. The recognition of this responsibility 
inherent in program evaluation bestows upon it an undeniable social relevance. 
Finally, although our study is limited to three theoretical orientations, its main goal is 
to examine whether the program evaluation process differs from the application of the 
instrumentation so as to gain a greater understanding of the nature of evaluation 
practice. It is hoped that this study will increase the body of knowledge surrounding 
evaluation practice by stimulating discussion in order to motivate further inquiry on 
the topic. 
CHAPTERII 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The problem raised in the previous chapter refers to the confusion that seems to exist 
in the literature regarding the distinction between the program evaluation process and 
the application of its instrwnentation. The purpose of our study seeks to address this 
problem by considering the modeling of the prograrn evaluation process which 
illustrates the specifie act of evaluating and evaluation models that have been 
developed to support this act. Within this perspective, the present chapter will focus 
on presenting the rnodeling of the prograrn evaluation process and the theoretical 
roots that stimulated the different orientations upon which CUITent evaluation models 
are founded. Our study also investigates whether the distinction between the 
modeling of the evaluation process and prograrn evaluation models is relevant to the 
practice. As such, this chapter will present the components of the instrumentation 
elaborated to support the practice. This will allow for precisions 10 he made 
regarding the research hypothesis and provide a solid methodological foundation 
upon which the present study rests. 
1. THE MODELING OF THE PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCESS 
The present section will define the practice of program evaluation by presenting its 
fundamental aspects and subsequent developments so as to provide a CUITent 
definition. 
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1.1 Basic fundaments 
Scriven (1995) mentions that evaluation is a form of inquiry and, by this notion, it 
needs a legitimate basis on wruch to found its daims if they are to be considered valid. 
Similarly, Taylor (1%1), Toulmin (1964, 1984), McCarthy (1973, 1979), and 
Redding (1989) have aIl emphasized that any form of scientific inquiry possesses a 
general reasoning pattern wruch is interdisciplinary and is used to inform and guide 
practice. This "general pattern" is a fundamental reasoning supra-structure that 
legitimizes chÎims. Scriven's (1980) Logic of Evaluation provides this supra-structure 
to program evaluation wruch distinguishes it frOID any other form of inquiry. 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the concept of Scriven's (1980) Logic of 
Evaluation is comprised of the following four basic operations: 
1.	 Selecting criteria of merit: which elements or components influence the 
performance of the object being studied (evaluand)? 
2.	 Setting standards of performance on those criteria: which is the anticipated 
level of performance? 
3.	 Gathering data pertaining to the evaluand's performance on the criteria 
relative to the standards (analysis): to wruch extent did the object perform in 
response to the standards? 
4.	 lntegrating the results into a final value judgment (synthesis): what is the 
value of the studied object? 
These operations contain evaluation's fundamental parameters and processes; the 
criteria, the standards, the measures or observable variables and the judgment. These 
parameters transcend the unique nature of any individual evaluation and, as such, 
provide a foundation to a11 evaluations and validate their daims. 
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However, the four basic operations proposed by Scriven (1980) must be integrated so 
as to be of value and useful to the evaluation process. Sorne authors, (i.e. Hurteau, 
1991; Fournier, 1995; Stake, 2004), have pursued Scriven's (1980) original reflection 
so as 10, on the one hand, identify the parameters necessary in integrating the 
operations into an functional framework for the practice and, on the other hand, to 
consider the conceptual and methodological developments that have occurred since 
Scriven's proposed definition. 
Hurteau (1991) emphasized the distinction between strategic choices and 
methodological choices. Strategic choices involve identifying and defining the object 
of evaluation, setting the criteria and fonnulating indicators by considering the 
prograrn's goals, values and context. Strategic choices consider evaluation paradigms 
and emphasize the notion of social justice. Based on strategic choices, 
methodological choices determine the evaluation's course of action regarding the 
gathering and analysis of infonnation. For example, choice of evaluation model, 
choice of paradigm, subject selection, chosen techniques to ensure a rigorous process 
are all considered as being methodological choices. Since strategic choices are used 
to frame and anchor the methodological choices, they are to be established at the 
onset of the evaluation process. Doing so, limits the probability of deviating from 
objectives which in tl!ID augments the validity of daims so as to offer enlightening 
recommendatioDS. Hurteau's (1991) contribution is significant to the practice in that 
it expands upon the concept of the Logic of Evaluation by identifying and making the 
distinction between the two choices facing all evaluators in their daily practice. 
Furthennore, by placing strategic choices at the onset of the evaluation, it provides an 
order of execution so as to ensure rigorous practice. 
AIso, expanding upon Scriven's (1980) concept of logic, Fournier (1995) 
distinguishes two levels of logic: General Logic and Working Logic. General Logic 
fol1ows Scriven's four operations and refers to the evaluation's global strategic 
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process. The Working Logic rests upon the General Logic yet considers the 
evaluation's context and, as such, renders operational the evaluation process. Each 
operation found in the General Logic relates to and interacts with the different aspects 
of the Working Logic as is illustrated. in the fol1owing figure: 
Figure 2.2. The re1ationship between Working Logic and General Logic 
Step One: 
ldemify criteria 
Step Two: 
Constnlct standards 
Problem: 
Extent of performance 
Phenomenon: 
Functional product 
7:-~-~	 Quesüon:
 
Is Xa good/less good one of
 
its type
 
Claim:
 
Performance/value
 
(Fournier, 1995) 
Fournier's (1995) contribution to the practice is significant in that the Working Logic 
introduces parameters which renders operational Scriven's concept of the Logic of 
Evaluation thus providing a practical aspect to his four basic operations so as to 
render judgements that are justifiable. 
Stake (2004) provides insight into the underlying thought processes involved when 
approaching an evaluation. He also acknowled.ges the dual nature of the practice by 
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identifying critical thinking (standards-based evaluation) and responsive thinking as 
being two distinct approaches to the evaluation process. Critical thinking refers to 
evaluations based on standards which focus on rigor, reasoning and logics. It stems 
from the evaluator's objectivity and follows Scriven's (1980) contribution by 
emphasizing the need for identifying criteria, establishing standards and measuring 
variables in order to render valid judgments. 
1.2 Elements of the modeling of the program evaluation process 
As mentioned at the heginning of this section, ail authors who were presented have 
pursued Scriven's (1980) original reflection so as to, on the one hand, identify the 
elements necessary in integrating the operations into an functional frarnework for the 
practice and, on the other hand, to consider the conceptual and methodological 
developments that have occurred since Scriven's proposed defmition. In their recent 
study, Hurteau, Lachapelle & Houle (2006) have synthesized the elements of the 
evaluation process and illustrated them as appearing in figure 2.3 (on the next page). 
The modeling of the prograrn evaluation process was validated in the first phase of 
their study (Hurteau & Houle, 2005a). 
1.2.1 Element 1: Program to be evaluated 
The first element of the modeling refers to establishing the existence of a prograrn by 
considering the program's context, environment and mode of functioning. In other 
words, it is within this fust element that typical characteristics of a prograrn are to be 
identified. In order to he considered a prograrn, the fol1owing five characteristics 
must he present: input, plan/organization, activity/service, intennediary factors and 
results. Input refers to all that is necessary in creating a prograrn such as a clientele, a 
need for the program, objectives, human, financial and material resources, to name a 
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Figure 2.3. A modeling of the program evaluation process: components and 
interrelations 
Description of the Program to be Evaluated:
 
Establish if there is a program, understand its components, its theoretical bases and
 
context
 
~
 
Establishing the Evaluation's Dilemma at the Onset of the Evaluation: 
Documenting the aspects of the dilemma which motivated the commissioning of the 
evaluation, identify the client(s) and their concerns 
Rendering the Evaluation Operational: 
Translated the preoccupations that emerged into evaluation questions, evaluation 
objectives and evaluation type 
~ . 
Strategie Choices: 
Object (s) 
Criteria! 
/ 1:: 
observable variables ~ standards observable variables ~ standards 
/ 
Evaluative Claims 
'-----------------~------------_.-/
Synthesis: Evaluative Conclusions 
(Hurteau, Lachapelle & Houle, 2006) 
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few. The plan or organization refers 10 the set of operations used to organize the 
program, service or intervention. The activity or service is that which is offered to the 
clientele. Intermediary factors refer to events that occurred in the implementation 
phase (i.e. change in personnel, new competitors, change in legislation, etc.). Finally, 
a program should also show or have anticipated results be they short term, medium 
term or long term. Dnder certain circumstances, if a substantial gap is fOlllld in any of 
these elements or characteristics, the existence of a program may be questioned. 
1.2.2 Element 2: The evaluation's dilemma 
The evaluation's dilemma includes documenting factors that motivated the evaluation 
to be commissioned, identifying the client and targeting the client's preoccupations. 
This element allows for a better understanding of the client and, as such, will provide 
the foundation upon which the evaluator's argumentation will be built. If the dilemma 
is weIl identified, the judgment rendered will he relevant and persuasive. 
1.23 Element 3: Rendering the evaluation operational 
Rendering the evaluation operational involves translating gathered information into 
specifie evaluation questions and objectives and identifying the type of evaluation 
that will be conducted. It is worthy to mention that the evaluation objectives and 
questions are one in the same; differing only in their formulation. They are context 
specifie in that they vary according to the type of argumentation or judgment that is 
anticipated in the dilemma. They also influence the type of evaluation that will be 
chosen; needs assessment, assessment of program theory, ass,essment of program 
process, impact assessment or efficiency assessment (Rossi, Lipsey and Freeman, 
2004). Appendix C provides a more detailed synthesis ofthis typology. 
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1.2.4 Element 4: Strategie choices 
The fourth element is the strategic choices to he made with regards to the criteria and 
standards. Originating from Hurteau's (1991) contribution, mentioned in a previous 
section, this aspect of the operationalization phase involves identifying and defining 
the object of evaluation, setting the criteria and formulating indicators by considering 
the program's goals, values and context. These choices create conditions needed to 
effectively discem and measure factors that influence outcomes. 
1.2.5 Element 5: Evaluative c1aims 
The fifth element is the evaluative claims which involve making claims based on the 
identified criteria and standards. Declarations made should he justified by the 
predetennined criteria and standards. 
1.2.6 Element 6: Synthesis: Evaluative conclusions 
The sixth and final element presented in Hurteau, Lachapelle and Houle's (2006) 
modeling of the program evaluation process is the synthesis which is illustrated by 
way of the evaluation's conclusions. This element involves deciphering the data 
gathered through measuring the observed variables which were identified according 
to the chosen standards. The data is then organized and synthesized into a succinct, 
coherent conclusion. 
These six elements of the modeling of the program evaluation ProceSS as proposed by 
Hurteau, Lachapelle and Houle (2006) concludes this section which synthesizes the 
elements in order to provide a current modeling of the program evaluation process 
which is the specific act of evaluating. 
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This concludes the presentation of our fust concept; the modeling of the prograrn 
evaluation process. We will now present our second concept; the instrumentation 
elaborated to support the practice. 
2. THE INSTRUMENTATION 
Hurteau & Houle (2006) proposed a distinction hetween the modeling of the program 
evaluation process and the instrumentation elaborated to support it. Although each 
component of the instrumentation will he presented in the following sub-sections, the 
prograrn evaluations models/theoretical orientations will he presented in greater detail 
since they are the main focus of our study. 
2.1 Program evaluation models 
As will he presented in the following sections, there exist as many evaluation models 
as there are evaluation theorists. Examining each model individually would certainly 
prove to he a task nearly impossible to undertake and would risk generating more 
confusion than providing a new and improved understanding of the field of prograrn 
evaluation. So as to avoid such eventual confusion, we have chosen to examine 
evaluation models by that which characterizes them as well as by that which 
distinguishes them from each other. As such, we refer to Alkin and Christie (2004) 
who provided a meta structure which categorizes models into three different 
theoretical orientations. To do so, it is necessary to present the ~eoretical foundations 
upon which evaluation rnodels were developed. 
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2.1.1 Theoretical orientations and their roots: Evaluation models' common 
attributes 
As mentioned, Alkin and Christie (2004) chose to examine evaluation models by 
searching for common attributes rather than the historically derived relationships 
between theories which would have been a more traditional approach. In doing so, the 
authors provide a framework for their analysis that uses the descriptive and 
prescriptive models whose differences are found within the perspective of the 
paradigms. In this sense, their presentation is both original and innovative. 
Allàn and Christie's (2004) Evaluation Theory Tree serves as a metaphor to better 
understand the evolution that has occurred in the field of evaluation over the past 40 
years thus clarifying the foundations on which countless models were based. 
Although the authors acknowledge that there may exist different categories, they have 
chosen to focus their work on three orientations so as to provide a coherent 
framework within a category system inquiry approach. In order to illustrate each 
theorist's position, Allàn and Christie (2004) elaborated the Evaluation Theory Tree 
presented on the next page. 
At its base, Alkin and Christie identified Accountability & Control and Social Inquiry 
as being at the root of program evaluation. In this sense, these two areas serve as 
motivational factors that emphasize the need for evaluations 10 be conducted and the 
value attributed to the use of sound methods needed to effectively complete the 
process. As such, Accountability & Control and Social Inquiry constitute the trunk of 
the Evaluation Theory Tree. 
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Figure 2.4. Evaluation theOlY tree 
(Alkin and Christie, 2004) 
Each category or orientation is represented as a branch on the Evaluation Theory Tree. 
Using Tyler's (1942) "Eight-Year Study" as a catalyst, the authors identify three 
theoretical orientations; methods, valuing and use. These categories or orientations 
constitute the branches of the Evaluation Theory Tree. The methods branch is an 
extension of the social inquiry trunk and was designated as such "since in its purest 
fonu, it deals with obtaining generalizability, or "knowledge construction" as Shadish, 
Cook, and Leviton (1991) refer to it." (p. 12-13). Inspired by Scriven (1967), the 
valuing branch is home to those theorists who "maintain that placing value on data is 
perhaps the most essential component of the evaluator's work" (p. 13). Theorists who 
are mainly concemed with the use and the users of evaluation findings are part of the 
use branch. Alkin's own theoretical orientation may have contributed to the inclusion 
of the use branch in the Evaluation Theory Tree. Thus, the methods branch consists 
of theorists whose main concem focuses on the methodology used to obtain 
information whereas the valuing branch consists oftheorists who emphasize the value 
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of the data obtained. Furthermore, theorists placed on the use branch focus their 
efforts on how the data obtained will he used. However, Alkin and Christie 
emphasize that the branches are not mutually exclusive categories. They are based 
upon the concept of priority and although the placement of a particular theorist may 
he on one branch, the theorist may be influenced by models on other branches. 
Within each branch, theorists were strategically placed in order to emphasize their 
position in relation to other theorists. By tracing their theoretical influences and 
considering their published work, Alkin and Christie (2004) placed each theorist 
within a particular theoretical orientation. Although admittedly difficult at times to 
categorize, the theorists appearing on the Evaluation Theory Tree have demonstrated, 
in the authors' opinion, a particular evaluation orientation. 
Although Allan and Christie (2004) have chosen to categorize theorists on one of 
their three branches, they are aware that their Evaluation Theory Tree is a framework 
that can he deconstructed to create an entirely new framework. Nonetheless, the 
orientations presented have been identified by using a category systems approach. 
This approach involves selecting categories that have been based on a limited set of 
characteristics and placing elements (in this case theorists) within each category 
according to a predetennined set of prominent features. Arguably subjective in its 
approach, category systems allow for a way to identify key characteristics for 
grouping theories and offer an opportunity for re-examination and other nuances to he 
made. Nonetheless, the authors chose methods, valuing and use to serve as branches 
since those were the orientations that aligned with the key characteristics upon which 
Alkin and Christie (2004) chose to focus. 
The following sections will present the two fundamental areas that have been 
identified by Alkin and Christie as heing the root of program evaluation and the three 
orientations that constitute the branches of the Evaluation Theory Tree. 
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2.1.2 The root of program evaluation 
As mentioned, Alkin & Christie (2004) identified Accountability & Control and 
Social Inquiry as being fundamental motivational factors which support ''the 
development of the field in different ways" (p.I2). For this reason, these two areas or 
motivational factors constitute the trunk of the Evaluation Tbeory Tree. 
According to the authors, accountability is a process which examines the extent to 
which a program has established reasonable and appropriate goals, procedures and 
means to render it accountable. Evaluations are often commissioned for the purposes 
of providing information in a quest for "being answerable". For example, the 
Ministry of Education may need to investigate how funding for curriculum reform is 
being spent. In this case, the educational institutions who received funding from the 
Ministry of Education would he held accountable or "answerable" to the formal 
authority that provided the funds (Le. the Ministry of Education). 
Alkin and Christie also consider Social Inquiry as a fundamental area from which 
evaluation models have been derived. They maintain that Social Inquiry, in its 
broadest sense, is the study of individual or group behaviour in various social settings 
using a variety of methods and, in this sense, is composed of a significant social 
dimension. Social Inquiry also has a strong methodological component in that it 
"emanates from a concem for employing a systematic and justifiable set of methods" 
(p.I2). Thus, Social Inquiry provides methods in determining how to improve and 
hetter programs. Debates surrounding the methodologicai approaches used in this 
type of inquiry are ongoing. Nonetheless, most evaluation models find their origin in 
Social Inquiry. 
Alkin and Christie define two general types of evaluation models. First, a prescriptive 
model offers a "set of rules, prescriptions, and prohibitions and guiding frameworks 
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that specify what a good or proper evaluation is and how evaluation should be done" 
(p.5). The second evaluation model type is a descriptive model which "is a set of 
statements and generalizations which describes, predicts, or explains evaluation 
activities" (p.5). According to AHun and Christie, prescriptive models serve as 
exemplars whereas descriptive models are designed to offer an empirical theory. 
The commonality between Accountability & Control and Social Inquiry that places 
these two areas in the trunk of the Evaluation Theory Tree is that they both provide a 
foundation on which to either commission evaluations or build theories or models. 
However, Accountability & Control addresses the need for evaluation whereas Social 
Inquiry provides the methodology required to adequately measure accountability. 
2.1.3 Evaluation orientations: differentiating evaluation models 
From Accountability & Control and Social Inquiry, three theoretical orientations 
were identified by AHun and Christie; methods, valuing, and use. Each evaluation 
orientation is illustrated as a branch on the Evaluation Theory Tree. Each branch is 
either an extension of the social inquiry trunk (i.e. methods and valuing) or of the 
accountability & control trunk (i.e. use). That is not to say that the branches are 
representative of a mutually exclusive category system. Alkin (2004) explains the 
reasoning behind placing theorists on a given branch as follows: 
The distinction between evaluation models based upon these three 
dimensions is not based on exclusivity, for example, that only one 
model believes in the use of methodology and others do not. Rather, 
the category system is based upon relative emphasis within the various 
models. It might then be possible to ask tbis question: When evaluators 
must make concessions, what do they most easily give up and what do 
they most tenuously defend? (p.8) 
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Thus, the different branches are admittedly simplistic representations of theorists' 
main influential factors regarding the choices they make when placed in situations 
that offer various options. 
2.1.3.1 Methods orientation 
Finding its roots in the social sciences, the methods orientation stems from Social 
Inquiry. Evaluation models based on methodology provide theories aimed at 
increasing the use of appropriate and justifiable methods when studying society, 
social groups and social life and, in this sense, have strong ties to the social inquiry 
trunk of Alkin and Christie's (2004) Evaluation Theory Tree. As is the concem of 
most theorists, those placed on the methods branch of the Evaluation Theory Tree 
emphasize that scientific research is the result of a well-designed experimental study. 
However, methodology theorists can be distinguished from other authors in that when 
they have a choice to make between, for example, scientific rigor and pertinence of 
the approach they favour scientific rigor whereas "valuing" theorists would favour the 
latter. 
2.1.3.2 Valuing orientation 
Alkin and Christie (2004) have identified certain theorists whose work focuses on the 
making of value judgments. These theorists believe (to varying degrees) that it is the 
role of the evaluator to provide society with the infonnation needed to make the right 
choices. Thus, the valuing branch is rooted in the social sciences and is an extension 
of the Social Inquiry trunk of the Evaluation Theory Tree. 
Theorists placed on the valuing branch focus their efforts on finding the true value of 
that which is being evaluated (i.e. the program or product is either "good" or "bad"). 
In order to do so, valuing theorists employ a comparative research approach to 
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evaluation so as to deternùDe appropriate criteria and identify critical competitors. 
This approach gives way for value judgments to he rendered so as to provide critical 
information to the general public. 
2.1.3.3 Use orientation 
Theorists from the use perspective are concerned with the use of findings included in 
an evaluation once the report is given to those who cornmissioned the evaluation. The 
use orientation stems from a need to prove that a program has established reasonable 
and approprlate goals, that appropriate procedures for attaining those goals have been 
implemented or that established goals have been achieved in order to improve 
existing programs or policies or to obtain additional funding. Thus, the use branch is 
an extension of the Accountability & Control trunk on Alkin and Christie's (2004) 
Evaluation Theory Tree. 
In order to provide information concerning accountability, evaluators must give due 
consideration to those who are responsible for a program since, in essence, they are 
accountable for the program's success or failure (Alkin, 2004). However, evaluations 
do not reflect this notion. Nonetheless, use theorists are weIl aware of the ambiguous 
nature surrounding the evaluation of individuals rather than the program itself and, as 
such, design models that include those responsible for the program in the evaluation 
process. 
In their heginnings, utilization mode1s were oriented, almost exclusively, toward the 
decision-makers and theorists concentrated their efforts toward key stakeholders who 
had the power to decide the fate of a program. These decision-makers included 
administrators, policy makers and directors. In the years to foIlow, other utilization 
theories emerged in the literature. Building upon the concept of an inclusive 
evaluation design, evaluation utilization theorists acknowledged the value of all 
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stakeholders' active participation in the evaluation process. In doing so, theorists 
from the use perspective agree that stakeholder participation increases the potential 
for evaluation findings to he used. 
2.1.4 Methods, valuing and use: characteristics and differences 
Alkin and Christie (2004) identified three major orientations in the field of evaluation 
which they chose to illustrate as branches on an Evaluation Theory Tree; methods 
branch, valuing branch, and use branch. As mentioned in the previous sections, these 
orientations are not mutually exclusive categories. However, there are fundarnental 
differences between the three orientations that make each category unique allowing 
for each branch to he separate from the others. Table 2.1 (on the following page) 
surnmarizes each orientation's distinctive characteristics. 
Although methodology is a concem of aIl theorists, those placed on the methods 
branch favour traditional scientific rigor above and beyond aIl other orientations. 
These theorists build models that are a reflection of the purity of experimental and 
quasi-experimental research methods found in the social sciences. Although theorists 
on other branches may he influenced by methods theorists and employ sound 
methodology when designing their evaluation models, the methods orientation 
fundamentally differs from other orientations in that it does not direct its results to a 
specifie individual or group (i.e. decision-maker, stakeholders, consumer) nor does it 
rely on any given model or method (e.g. identification of critical competitors). 
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Table 2.1 Distinguishing Characteristics ofEach Orientation 
Orientations Main objectives 
Methods Achieve valid results by 
creating conditions for 
appropriate experimental and 
quasi-experimental designs to 
effectively discem and measure 
factors that influence outcomes. 
Valuing Search for the true value of a 
given object, situation or 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
process 50 that the consumer can 
make infonned decisions 
• 
regarding his or her own needs. 
• 
• 
Use The ultimate goal of program 
evaluation is for the results to be 
• 
used in order to achieve 
organizationaJ change so as to 
best serve the client. 
• 
Main characteristics 
Scientific research methods and techniques 
are paramount 
Strict chronological sequencing of selected 
field-relevant methods 
Demonstrates the purity of experimental 
and quasi-experimental research methods 
Rooted in the methodological traditions of 
the social sciences; traditional scientific 
rigor 
Emphasis on well-stated goals, objectives 
and criteria 
Focus on pro~am outcomes 
Focus on evaluator'srole in the making of 
value judgments; the program/product is 
either "good" or "bad" 
Relies on the identification of critical 
competitors and competing alternatives so 
that value judgments can he made thus 
providing crucial infonnation to the 
consumer 
Intended audience is the consumer 
Stakeholder representation in the evaluation 
report 
Evaluation is an interactive process which 
engages different individuals or group of 
individuals (Le. decision-makers, 
stakeholders, staff members, volunteers) in 
the evaluation process so as to create a 
sense of responsibility toward the 
evaluation thus increasing the potential for 
use of fmdings. 
Stakeholder participation throughout the 
evaluation process 
Evaluations designed from this perspective foeus on the validity of the results by 
adhering to strict ehronologieal sequeneing of selected field-relevant methods. 
Furthennore, methods theorists thrive for generalizability and create models that can 
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be useful to all orientations in that they provide, at the very least, "food for thought" 
when considering the design aspect of any given model. 
The valuing orientation distinguishes itself from other perspectives in that it seeks 
information that facilitates the task of making value judgments. The most obvious 
distinction between these authors and authors from the use orientation, for exarnple, 
is that evaluations designed from the valuing perspective airn to inform all consumers 
on the true value of a prograrn or product so that the consumer or client can make rus 
or her own decision regarding the product or program. AIso, the role of the evaluator 
is to include the different perspectives and commUIÙcate alternative definitions 
without engaging stakeholders any further in the evaluation process. In this sense, 
the valuing orientation considers stakeholder participation as being punctual. 
The use orientation also differs from the methods perspective in that evaluations 
designed from the use perspective are built upon the notion that the findings must 
provide information that will be used. Thus, utilization models are built in function of 
this fundamental issue. As a result, the evaluator becomes much more involved in the 
evaluation process than would be traditionally acceptable in the methods or valuing 
orientations. Evaluators from the use orientation actively engage participants and 
involve themselves in the evaluation process beyond mere observers and recorders 50 
as to increase the potential for use of findings; a price methods oriented theorists 
would surely not pay for that would mean, to them, a potential for the results to be 
biased thus jeopardizing the validity of the findings. 
2.2 Standards of practice 
In 1981, the Joint Committee developed Standards for Evaluation of Educational 
Programs, Projects and Materials. Eventually these standards were used and tested 
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by various individuals and organisations in their fields. The increased use of the 
standards by evaluators in different fields and changing contexts for evaluation 
prompted the Joint Committee 10 review and revise the standards. A second edition 
was produced and field tested to "provide a guide for evaluating educational and 
training programs, projects and materials in a variety of settings" (Joint Committee, 
1994). 
The Program Evaluation Standards are a set of 30 standards divided into four 
categories: utility, feasibility, propriety and accuracy. Appendix D presents a 
summary of these standards. The Joint Committee suggests using the standards as a 
frame of reference to ensure that the evaluator's responsibilities have not been 
overlooked in the evaluation process. As such, evaluators are encouraged to refer to 
them reguiarly through the eValuation process. 
2.3 Ethical guidelines 
Every major national evaluation society developed its own ethical guidelines which 
are all very similar in nature. For example, the Canadian Evaluation Society (CES) 
produced Guidelines for Ethical Conduct with three main guidelines (competence, 
integrity and accountability) and Il def1IÙng statements (Appendix E). The fust 
guideline warrants that evaluators be competent in their provision of services. The 
second guideline encourages evaluators to act with integrity in their relationships with 
all stakeholders. The third guideline is intended to ensure that evaluators be 
accountable for their performance and their product. 
Ethical guidelines differ from the standards of practice in that they are used to shed 
light on ethical dilemmas as they arise. For example, during an interview an evaluator 
may find that an employee has been treated abusively by the employer. This 
information has been shared confidentially with the evaluator. The evaluator now 
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finds himself or herself facing an ethical dilemma. The evaluator must choose 
between acting upon this infonnation and risk breaching client confidentiality or 
ignore the infonnation and, as such, risk allowing the abuse to continue. Ethical 
guidelines can he used as reference to justify the evaluator's position in solving this 
ethical dilemma. In this case, the evaluator may choose to breach client 
confidentiality and, in this case, it may be moraUy right to do so. However, due to 
other variables that may be present in another case, which may be similar but not 
identical, the evaluator must assess whether the choice to breach client confidentiality 
is a viable alternative. In this sense, ethical guidelines are context specific and they 
are not prescriptive. 
Although the Guidelines for Ethical Conduct are not accredited, CES members have 
voted to adopt them. They "are used by many as a touchstone for good practice" 
(Canadian Evaluation Society). 
2.4 Methodological cboices 
According to Hurteau (1991) methodological choices involve the methods used 10 
gather data, the techniques chosen for data analysis and subject selection and the 
measures used to ensure that the process was rigorous. Because these choices are not 
unique to the field of program evaluation, they are considered to be a component of 
the instrumentation used in the program evaluation process. Also, the modeling of the 
prograrn evaluation process seeks to identify what is being evaluated. The 
methodological choice clearly address how an evaluation will proceed given its 
context, available resources and aU other considerations that vary from one evaluation 
to the next. Making choices as to how and evaluation will proceed also involves 
considering who will participate in the evaluation process and when each phase of the 
evaluation will take place. According to Hurteau (1991), these choices are to be made 
at the onset of the evaluation during the planning phase. They are based on the 
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strategic choices (as seen in section 1.2.4) and specify the procedures required for 
data collection and infonnation analysis. 
3. DISTINCTION WITHIN THE PRACTICE: THE MODELING OF THE 
PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCESS AND EVALUATION MODELS 
Since the main focus of our study is to examine the distinction between the modeling 
of the evaluation process and evaluation models, it is necessary to offer a framework 
for this distinction. 
Foumier's (1995) introduced parameters that rendered Scriven's concept of the Logic 
of Evaluation operational thus providing a practical aspect to his four basic operations. 
She mentions that the Logic of Evaluation, which she refers to as Working Logic, 
transcends the structures proposed by different approaches. She maintains the 
following: 
The general logic can be found across various instances of the 
evaluation inquiry process. For example, the numerous 
evaluation approaches developed by theorists vary from one 
another in many detail$, yet 1 find that they do share this 
common logic (Fournier, 1993). [... ]What counts as criteria or 
evidence and how evidence is weighed varies from one approach 
to another, yet aH follow the pattern of evaluative reasoning 
noted in the four steps. (p.l?) 
In other words, the modeling of the program evaluation process distinguishes itself 
from evaluation models in that its elements remain unchanged regardless of the 
approach taken. They are also interrelated in that although, each approach has its own 
method of selecting the criteria, establishing standards and synthesizing the 
infonnation into a final judgement, they nonetheless follow this logical process. 
This observation is supported by Alkin and Christie (2004) who categorized 
evaluation models within a given theoretical perspective (methods, use, valuing). 
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There exist countless models that propose various methods and components that are 
adapted to the evaluation's particular objectives or to an evaluator's theoretical 
orientation. Conversely, the mode1ing of the program evaluation process offers 
invariable components that are universal and are the foundation upon which all 
evaluations rest and as such, transcends aIl methodological considerations regarding 
the choice of models. It is a modeling that anchors evaluations' c1aims by structuring 
the evaluation process through a systematic logical sequence thus augmenting the 
validity of results. As Fournier (1995) theorized, the models may provide peripheral 
parameters on which methodological choices may be made, but they should not 
influence the fundamental structure of the practice that is necessary in founding valid 
judgments and daims. It is within this perspective that Hurteau & Houle (2006) 
propose that the elements of the mode1ing of the prograrn evaluation process are 
common to the act of evaluating and, as such, distinguish themselves from evaluation 
models. As presented in the previous chapter, Figure 2.1 illustrates the distinction 
between the modeling of the evaluation process and the instrumentation as weIl as 
their interrelation. 
Figure 2.1: The modeling of the prograrn evaluation process and the instrumentation 
The Joint Comm/ttee's. 
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Hurteau & Houle, 2006 
In this sense, the modeling of the prograrn evaluation process provides the foundation 
which constitutes and defines the practice of prograrn evaluation and, as such is a 
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generic representation of the practice whereas the evaluation models (which are a 
component of the instrumentation) support the application of these elements within 
their own given framework and, as such, are interrelated with the evaluation process. 
However, this reflection has yet to be examined empirically. 
4. HYPOTHESIS AND SUB-HYPOTHESIS 
As mentioned, the problem raised in the previous chapter refers to the confusion that 
seems to exist in the literature regarding the distinction between the modeling of the 
evaluation process and program evaluation models. The purpose of our study seeks to 
address this problem by considering the modeling which illustrates the act specifie to 
evaluation and evaluation models which are a component of the instrumentation 
developed to support this act. We chose evaluation models as our starting point 
because of the apparent confusion that seemingly exists in the literature. 
Inspired by Fournier's (1995) and Hurteau and Houle's (2006) reflections which 
theorized that although evaluation models and approaches may change how an 
evaluation is conducted, they will not change what is being evaluated, the following 
overreaching hypothesis was formulated to guide our study: 
Hypothesis: If the elements of the modeling are a generic representation of the 
program evaluation process, they should be present in the evaluation models. 
This overreaching hypothesis seeks to establish the presence of elements that are 
invariable within the practice which is the act of evaluating. As such, it examines 
what is being evaluated. In theory that which is being evaluated should not vary from 
one response to the next. 
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To further orient the hypothesis, a sub hypothesis was fonnulated. 
Sub-hypothesis: If the modeling of the program evaluation process is indeed 
generic and if differences are observed in the evaluation models, then these 
differences should be at the level of the instrumentation. 
This sub-hypothesis further orients the overreaching hypothesis in that if the presence 
of the elements is established, it seeks to address whether the instrumentation used to 
establish the elements of the modeling varies from one orientation to the next and 
whether the instrumentation (or components of it) influences the fundamental 
structure of the practice. In this sense, the sub-hypothesis adds c1arity to the results 
obtained via the hypothesis. In other words, the hypothesis focuses on the modeling 
of the practice which questions what is being evaluated (the evaluand) whereas the 
sub-hypothesis focuses on the instrumentation which question how the evaluand will 
be evaluated. 
CBAPTERIII 
METHODOLOGY 
In order to verify the hypothesis and sub hypothesis presented in the previous chapter, 
careful consideration must he given to methodological choices so as to augment the 
validity of the fmdings. This third chapter will present the research typology and 
justify the metbodological choices. It will state their relevance to the hypothesis and 
sub-hypothesis and present a research design that will identify the sample as weIl as 
the procedures involved in the analysis of data. Finally, due consideration is given to 
our study's strengths and limitations. 
1. THE RESEARCH TYPOLOGY 
The present study is influenced by an interpretive epistemological approach in that 
the knowledge produced is viewed as heing intimately related to the context in which 
it is produced and this knowledge is viewed as heing transferable to other contexts 
(Karsenti and Savoie-Zajc, 2004). However, the extent to which the results are 
transferable will he discussed in the limits of our study. Positivist influences are also 
present in that a hypothesis is utilized in the quest for truth. 
The present study is descriptive in nature as it seeks to describe the way program 
evaluation practice (elements of the modeling of the prograrn evaluation process) is 
rendered operational within the three theoretical orientations and whether differences 
exist. In the event that differences are identified, the level at which they exist will he 
presented by considering the instrumentation utilized to establish the elements of the 
modeling ofthe program evaluation process. 
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2. METHODOLOGICAL CHOICES 
In order to ensure relevant, credible and valid results, careful consideration has been 
given to the study's methodological choices. The chosen sarnple and the type of 
information required ensure that the content analysis will he relevant. Data collection 
and analysis have followed a rigorous process which enhances the study's credibility. 
Standards have been established and applied in order to augment the validity of the 
results. Each of these aspects is developed in the following sub-sections. 
2.1 Type of information required 
The overall purpose of this study is to examine a distinction between the modeling of 
the evaluation process and evaluation models. We will also investigate the nature of 
discrepancies in the event that it is necessary. As such, the information required will 
he found in the modeling of the prograrn evaluation process and the components of 
the instrumentation. Hurteau & Houle (2006) identified four components that 
constitute the instrumentation; standards of practice, methodological choices, 
evaluation models and ethical guidelines. Since we can not analyse evaluation models 
by applying them to themselves and since, as presented in our review of literature, we 
only apply ethical guidelines if a problem occurs, we will retain two components of 
the instrumentation if further investigation is necessary; the standards of practice and 
the methodological choices. 
2.2 Sample 
A study conducted by Eisenherg, Winters and Alkin (2005) has proven to he a 
valuable source of data for the CUITent context in that these authors simulated an 
evaluation scenario of an educational prograrn which they submitted to weB 
established practitioners. These practitioners are recognized by the scientific 
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community not only as being unequivocally rooted in one of the three previously 
presented orientations but are also recognized as CUITent leaders for their field work 
and the contributions they have made through their scientific publications. 
The simuIated scenario, entitled The Case: Bunche-Da Vinci Learning Partnership 
Academy (Eisenberg, Winters and Alkin, 2005), was published in the scientific 
journal New Directions for Evaluation. It is a case description, set in an education 
context and based on an actual program. This experimental exercise places the 
evaluator in a simuIated situation that requires an evaluation. The directive was to 
design an evaluation plan based on the submitted scenario according to that which the 
respondents (selected evaluators) deemed most appropriate. Four respondents 
participated in this simuIated exercise; two from the methods orientation (Gary T. 
Henry and Stewart I. Donaldson), one from the valuing orientation (Jennifer C. 
Greene) and one from the use orientation (Jean A. King). In order to examine an 
equal numher of responses for each orientation, it was necessary to select one 
representative from each orientation. As such, a choice had to he made in order to 
retain only one respondent from the methods orientation. So as to situate the reader, 
authors Christie and Azzam, provide a description of theorists' approaches, in which 
they state " Henry, through bis writings (Mark, Henry, and JuInes, 2000), showed that 
he wouId not easily he placed in the methods, value, or use category" (p.16). As such, 
the three respondents retained for the present study are Stewart I. Donaldson 
(methods orientation representative), Jennifer C. Greene (valuing orientation 
representative) and Jean A. King (use orientation representative). Thus, the present 
study utilizes these three responses to the simulated evaluation scenario as its primary 
source ofdata. 
Alkin and Christie's (2005) Unraveling Theorists' Evaluation Reality is a 
comparative analysis to respondents' approaches which is utilized as a secondary 
source of data as it provides infonnation on the evaluation approaches presented. 
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2.3 Data collection and analysis 
Considering the nature of our research, two types of data are required; quantitative 
data and qualitative data. The overreaching hypothesis, "If the elements of the 
modeling are a generic representation of the program evaluation process, they should 
he present in the evaluation models", rather calls for quantitative data since it 
suggests the need of dichotomous data in order to establish the presence of variables. 
As such, quantitative data was gathered following the grids presented in Appendix A. 
These grids are the criteria that served to verify our hypothesis. Each grid represents 
one of the elements of the modeling of the evaluation process as presented and 
validated by Hurteau, Lachapelle and Houle (2006). The grids were applied to each of 
the three theoretical orientations. Though some aspects of the grid (synthesis) could 
not he fully applied since the responses addressed the planning phase of the 
evaluation process, valuable data concerning the program evaluation process was 
nonetheless available in the responses. 
So as to verify our sub-hypothesis, "If the modeling of the program evaluation 
process is indeed generic and if differences are observed in the evaluation models, 
then these differences should he at the level of the instrumentation", qualitative data 
was required since it suggests a need for content analysis. In order to verify our sub­
hypothesis, two criteria were fOfIDulated. The first focuses on elements of the 
methodological choices. The second focuses the Joint Committee's standards of 
practice. 
More precisely, we examined the methodological choices based on the following 
criterion: 
1.	 The presence of who would establish each element , how this would occur 
and when this would occur (intensity of involvement) 
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The choice to examine the methodological choices based on the three aspects who, 
MW and when was inspired by Alkin and Christie (2005) who, when referring to 
stakeholder involvement, stated ''there are substantial differences between theorists in 
the choice of stakeholders to be included [who], the stages at which they participate 
[when] ,and the nature oftheir involvement [how] "(p.118). As such, formulating a 
fust criterion which would consider these three aspects and applying them to the 
broader area encompassed by the methodological choices has been substantiated. 
Potential discrepancies in the responses that may have been due to the standards of 
practice were examined using the fol1owing criterion as a guide: 
2. The evaluator's responsibility in managing the who, how and when 
This second criterion was examined using Stuffiebeam's (1999) Program Evaluation 
Models Metaevaluation Checklist (Appendix F) since the checklist was elaborated to 
perform metaevaluations of program evaluation models. AIso, it is organized 
according to the Joint Committee Program Evaluation Standards and it allows for a 
judgment to he rendered regarding program evaluation models. 
The frrst criterion is based on the results obtained through applying the modeling of 
the program evaluation process to each individual theoretical orientation. The second 
criterion uses the Joint Committee's Program Evaluation Standards (Appendix D) as 
a frame of reference since they refer more specifical1y to evaluator's responsibility. 
These criteria were applied to each theoretical orientation allowing for content 
analysis. 
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2.4 Establishing standards 
As mentioned, the verification of our hypothesis requires a quantitative approach 
which analyses dichotomous data in order to establish the presence of variables. To 
do so, we established whether the elements of the modeling are present and 
associated to the required process. Based on Hurteau, Lachapelle & Houle (2006) a 
standard rate of occurrence of 80% was retained for the purposes of the present study. 
This standard was applied both globally (to the three orientations) and holistically (to 
each individual orientation). According to Stake and Schwandt (2006) "for 
quantitative and qualitative interpretation alike, we need a qualitative "confidence 
interval" that counterparts the standard error of measurement" (p.416). As such, we 
applied the 5% standard margin of error to the retained standard of 80% which 
established an acceptable rate ofoccurrence at 75%. 
ln order to verify our sub-hypothesis, the Joint Committee's Program Evaluation 
Standards are used as a frame of reference since these standards refer to the 
evaluator's responsibility (the who, the how and the when aspects). Stufflebeam's 
(1999) Program Evaluation Models Metaevaluation Checklist (Appendix F), is used 
as a source of inspiration. It is intended to he used in "perforrning metaevaluations of 
program evaluation models and is organized according to the Joint Committee 
Program Evaluation Standards" (p. 1). AIso, it provides a standard upon which a 
judgment regarding program evaluation models can he rendered in that it 
recornmends that "an evaluation he failed if it scores Poor on standards Pl Service 
orientation, A5 Valid Information, AIO Justified Conclusions, or AlI Impartial 
Reporting" (p.l). Finally, the items in the checklist provide a guideline in identifying 
the level at which discrepancies (if any) occur. 
A comparative analysis will examine the methodological choices and, as such, no 
standard will he offered for this component of the instrumentation 
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3. THE STUDY'S RIGOR 
The study's rigor is found on two levels; theoretical and methodologjcal. On the 
theoretical level, choices made at the level of the criteria, standards and sample aIl 
augment the study's rigor. First, the criteria used to identify the presence of the 
elements of the modeling (Appendix A) are founded on theory (Scriven, 1980; 
Hurteau, 1991; and Fournier, 1995). Second, the standards which detennined whether 
the hypothesis and sub-hypothesis were to be confrrmed or rejected have been 
established in the context of existing research. Finally, our sample was chosen based 
upon the fact that it was published in a scientific journal and, as such, was subject to 
scrutiny prior to its publication. 
On a methodological level, judgments were based on standards that have been 
docmnented. That is to say, as mentioned, the standard of 80%, which was related to 
our hypothesis, was established by Hurteau, Lachapelle & Houle (2006). The Joint 
Committee's standards of practice, which were used as a frame of reference in 
verifying our sub-hypothesis, have been adopted by the evaluation community. 
Furthermore Stufflebeam's (1999) Program Evaluation Models Metaevaluation 
Checklist provides a theoretically supported guideline which helps us to identify 
discrepancies within the different theoretical orientations and justify our daims. Also, 
the criterion used to examine the application of the methodological choices was 
substantiated by Alkin and Christie (2005). 
In addition, inter-rater agreement served to increase reliability of the instrument thus 
leading to an increased reliability of the findings. Inter-rater reliability was measured 
by evaluating the agreement between 2 people (myself and someone trained to use the 
instrument). In order to establish the inter-rated agreement the raters applied the grid 
(Appendix A) to 5 published evaluation reports that were selected at random. Inspired 
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by Scriven (1995), we attributed a sore in order to weight our criteria. The following 
point system was used: 2 points were allotted to elements that were identically 
identified; 1 point was allotted if elements were agreed upon trough discussion and a 
opoint was allotted if the raters disagreed on the presence of any given e1ement. 
Scores were then tabulated and a percentage was calculated. As such, we started data 
analysis when the inter-rater agreement had been established at 83.4%. 
Finally, in order to reduce the risk of error, many techniques were utilized to enhance 
the rigor of our research. First, the present study follows Miles and Huberman's 
(1984) and Patton's (2002) suggestions to check the meaning of outliers, generate and 
assess rival explanations and conclusions, and look for negative evidence and cases. 
Checking the meaning of outliers is an investigation of exceptions or deviant cases. 
Discrepancies serve as an alert signal to protect against self-selecting biases. 
Generating and assessing rival explanations involves looking for data that support 
alternative explanations. Before generating conclusions, the merits of the "next best" 
explanation as an alternative was explored. Negative evidence and cases were also 
considered through actively seeking disconfinning evidence and considering cases 
and instances that did not fit the patterns and trends that were identified. 
Another source of rigor could be had through member checks. This technique 
"involves taking data, analyses, interpretations, and conclusions back to the 
participants so that they can judge the accuracy and credibility of the account" 
(Creswell, p.203). However, the complexity involved with this technique (discussed 
in the following sub-section) would not be a viable option within this study's context. 
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4. THE STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Our study's greatest strength is its rigor in that it is anchored in theory at different 
levels. First, our frame of reference is supported by theory (i.e. the modeling of the 
program evaluation process, the Joint Committee's standards ofpractice). Second, as 
was presented in the previous section, the study's criteria and standards are also 
supported by theory (Scriven, 1980; Hurteau, 1991; Fournier, 1995; Duval, 2005; 
Alkin and Christie, 2005). Furthermore, Scriven (1995) inspired us to attribute a 
score in order to weight our criteria allowing us to calculate a standard so as to 
confirm or reject our hypothesis on both a global and holistic level. Finally, as 
mentioned, our sample was published in a scientific journal and, as such, has been 
scrutinized. 
In addition to our rigorous methodology, the study also offers other strengths. First, 
the selected sample examines one single case from three different theoretical 
orientations, thus there is only one dependant variable to he examined (the three 
orientations) since the evaluation content remains the same. This reduces the risk of 
error. Second, the respondents are designated and recognized by the evaluation 
community as heing representative of one of the three different theoretical 
orientations. Third, Alkin and Christie (2005) have published a comparative analysis 
to respondents' approaches entitled Unraveling Theorists' Evaluation Reality. This 
document provides secondary information that is relevant to our inquiry. Finally, the 
simulated scenario is set in an educational context and, as such, generated results may 
provide insight to the unique set of challenges facing practitioners when evaluating 
programs in the field of education. 
Among the limitations of the proposed study are those associated with using a 
simulation or a hypothetical exercise. First, the hypothetical can he somewhat 
precarious due to a reliance on an incomplete understanding of the context or a lack 
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of information. These factors may lead respondents to make assumptions and omit 
certain critical information. Second, respondents might have been unduly influenced 
by the knowledge that their responses would be published in a scientific journal. It 
would he important to consider to what extent that knowledge might have influenced 
their responses. Would their responses be representative of those who have a 
professional commitment to the field of evaluation? Inquiry into the respondents' 
intentions and motivations which underlie their published responses would he of 
interest for future research but is beyond the scope of the proposed study. Third, the 
sample offers a small numher of responses. 1b.is decreases the potential for 
transferability of the results to other contexts. However, it is important to note that the 
modeling of the program evaluation process has been validated by using a larger 
sample of published evaluation reports and, as such, sorne information can be 
considered as transferable. AIso, the information provided only cornes from the 
planning phase. Nonetheless, the responses were identified by Alkin and Christie as 
heing representative of the theoretical orientations and it is within the planning phase 
that the elements of the modeling are established and._.as such, allows us to gather 
valuable information that is relevant to the proposed inquiry. 
A final limitation of the study was introduced in the previous section. Ideally, 
member checks would he of value in increasing the study's credibility. However, this 
technique would require, at the very least, a telephone interview with the 
respondents' in order to familiarize them with the instruments used to analyze the 
data. In order to appreciate the complexity of such a request, we must rememher that 
these participants were selected, in part, because of their relentless contributions the 
field and, as such, they have limited availability. 
CHAPTERIV 
RESULTS 
As established in the methodology, globally, the present chapter will present a 
content analysis, it will treat and analyse the data and it will apply the standard. Also 
mentioned in the methodology, the results presented in this section are based on 
information found in three responses to a simulated hypothetical scenario. The three 
responses have been elaborated from the different theoretical orientations; valuing, 
methods and use (Alkin and Christie, 2004). They have been cross examined using 
the following e1ements of the mode1ing of the program evaluation process (Hurteau, 
Lachapelle & Houle, 2006): 
1. Description of the Program 
2. Establishing the Evaluation's Dilemma at the Onset of the Evaluation 
3. Rendering the Evaluation Operational 
4. Strategic Choices 
5. Evaluative claims 
6. Synthesis: Evaluation's Conclusions 
As previously presented, the following hypothesis was formulated to guide the fIfst 
part of the study: 
Hypothesis: If the e1ements of the modeling of the program evaluation process are 
a generic representation of the program evaluation process, they should he present 
in the evaluation models. 
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As mentioned, this first hypothesis seeks to establish the presence ofelements that are 
invariable within the practice which is the act of evaluating. As such, it examines 
what is being evaluated.ln theory that which is being evaluated should not vary from 
one response to the next. 
Our sub-hypothesis; If the modeling of the program evaluation process is indeed 
generic and if differences are observed in the evaluation models, then these 
differences should he at the level of the instnunentation; further orients the 
overreaching hypothesis in that once the presence of the elements has been 
established, the sub-hypothesis seeks to address whether the instrumentation used to 
establish the elements of the modeling varies from one orientation to the next and 
whether this instnunentation influences the fundamental structure of the practice. In 
other words, the hypothesis focuses on the modeling of the process which is 
hypothesized as being generic and should he invariable from one orientation to the 
next since it questions what is being evaluated (which is the evaluand). On the other 
hand, the sub hypothesis focuses on the three orientations and seeks how the evaluand 
will he evaluated and, as such, could plausibly change from one orientation to the 
next. 
1.	 HYPOTHESIS: ESTABLISHING THE PRESENCE OF THE ELEMENTS 
OF THE MODELING OF THE PROGRAM EVALUATION PROCESS IN 
THE EVALUATION MODELS 
So as to establish the presence of the elements of the modeling in each theoretical 
orientation, a cross analysis of the presence of the elements of the modeling for each 
orientation is based on the results from the analysis grids (Appendix A) which have 
generated the findings concerning the first hypothesis. 
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Table 4.1 (on the following page) presents a global view of the compilation of the 
data gathered. The fundamental elements of the modeling of the program evaluation 
process were recorded as being either present, present in part or absent for each 
response. The results to each element of the modeling are subsequently presented and 
developed. 
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Table 4.1. Global view of the positions held by the three theoretical orientations 
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~ '0 ~ 5 are mentioned mentioned Questions/Objectives dilemma Criteria Standards declarations Declarations founded on 
'i 'Ê ~ El ln Une 
... ~.o ~ El.g ln YES NO (wlRossi, YES 1 1 Iweighl N ~ @YESpartNOPresent FLiPsey ~ NO lin line NO Present ted a YES lin part 1NO 1 Yes 1NO 1Criteria " Std. 
reeman 
X ln part X 
implicit (id'ed (explicitly X 
Ivaluing 1 x 1 1x 1 1x 1 1 x 1 x 1 1 x 1 
before eval. 
emitting prioriti 
I;ud 
the es) 
nt 
before 
emining 
the 
.url enl) X 
Uustified 
implicitly Il xbefore (explicitly justified 
iudgment before iudlmlen() 
X X 
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with with present results X 
iMethods 1 X 1 1 x 1 1 x 1 1 x 1 X 1 1 X 1 
diJemma 
before 
lemining 
'udlmlent X 
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before 
emitting 
iud ent 
so tha! 
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can make their 
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before 
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iudgmenO 
X 
(before 
analysisl 1 No mention of 
providing a 1 No intention of providing an ~se X 1 X 1 1 X 1 1 1 X 1 1X 1 1 Ixi 1 res~ts) ludgment argument 
*Although justification was provided for the criteria and the comparison standard, it was not with the intent to provide an argument upon which the 
judgment would be based, since there is no intention, in fuis orientation ajudgment on the program's worth or merit. 
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1.1 Element 1 of the modeling of the program evaluation process: Description of 
the program to he evaluated 
Four elements were observed: 1) the c1ientele; 2) the program's objectives; 3) the 
intervention's characteristics; and 4) the program's theoretical framework. According to the 
results obtained, it is established that ail four elements were explicitly present in each 
response. As presented in Table 4.2 the rate of occurrence for this first element is 100% in ail 
three orientations. It cao thus be concluded that this first element is present in ail three 
theoretical orientations. 
Table 4.2. Results of the existence of a program to he evaluated 
Theoretical . The clientele The program's The The program's 
orientations is mentioned objectives are intervention's theoretical 
mentioned characteristics framework is 
are mentioned mentioned 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Valuing X X X X 
Methods X X X X 
Use X X X X 
Rate of 
occurrence 1/3 3/3 3/3 3/3 
1.2 Element 2 of the modeling of the program evaluation process: The 
evaluation's dilemma 
This second element of the modeling seeks to establish whether the needs of the 
client have been considered at the onset of the evaluation. Tbree indicators were 
considered for observation; 1) mention of the evaluation's triggering factor; 2) 
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whether the client expects the evaluator to attribute an order, a score or a mark to the 
object under evaluation (Type of judgment Scriven,1995); and 3) mentioned whether 
the client expects the evaluator to support the judgment by basing the evaluation on 
the judgment of an expert, the causal link between two variables, the perception of 
the clientele or of the stakeholders, the inherent properties of the intervention, or the 
needs of the clientele (criteria sources according to Fournier, 1995). These results are 
presented in Table 4.3 as follows: 
Table 4.3. Results of the presence of the evaluation's dilemma in each orientation 
Theoretical Presence of the Client's expectation as Client's expectation as to the 
orientations evaluation's to the type ofjudgmen source of criteria on which the 
triggering rendered (Scriven, judgment will be based 
factor 1995) (Fournier, 1995) 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Valuing X X X 
Methods X X X 
Use X X X 
Rate of 
occurrence 2/3 0/3 3/3 
Similar to the fust element, the results obtained for this second element on all aspects 
at the exception of the descriptor which refers to the client's expectation regarding the 
judgment to be rendered. Both the methods and the use orientations specifically 
mentioned the evaluation's triggering factor whereas the valuing orientation 
overlooked this aspect of the second element of the modeling. Nonetheless, the two 
remaining aspects yielded identical results. None of the three orientations made 
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mention regarding the client's expectation as to the type of judgment to be rendered 
(Scriven, 1995) yet all three orientations provided information regarding the source of 
criteria that could be linked to Fournier (1995). 
Thus, findings for this second element show that two of the three descriptors related 
to the evaluation's dilemma are present in the methods and use orientations and two 
of the three descriptors are absent from the response provided by the valuing 
respondent. As such, globally it can he concluded that since two of the three 
indicators of the element can generaUy he found in the responses, this second element 
is present to sorne degree in each theoretical orientation. 
1.3 Element 3 of the modeling of the program evaluation process: Rendering the 
evaluation operational 
This third element of the modeling seeks to establish whether the evaluation was 
rendered operational. The foUowing indicators were considered for observation; 
mention of the type (s) of evaluation, specification of the evaluation question(s) 
and/or objectivees) in line with the context, whether these indicators are linked to 
Rossi, Lipsey and Freemean's (2004) typology (Appendix C) and whether these 
elements consider the elements found in the dilemma Table 4.4 (on the foUowing 
page) presents the results. 
Results show that aU three orientations explicitly identified the type of evaluation. 
Two of the three orientations (methods and valuing) were identified as providing 
explicit information regarding the presence of all fundamental elements of the 
operationalization phase. 
In both these cases, fundamental elements that render the evaluation operational 
defmitively considered at least one of the two aspects of the dilemma 
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Table 4.4. Results regarding the fundamental elements which render the evaluation operational 
Are the fundamental e1ements of the Are these elements linked Do these elements consider the 
operationalization phase addressed? to Rossi, Lipsey and elements found in the dilemma? 
Freemean's (2004) 
typology? 
;1 
Q
;: 
CIl
.... 
1:1 
~
·C 
Q 
'; 
The type(s) of 
evaluation is/are 
specified 
The question(s) 
and/or the 
objectivees) (which 
specify the type of 
evaluation 
according to the 
Yes No These 
elements are 
in line with 
the triggering 
factor 
These elements are in line 
with Scriven or Fournier's 
criteria 
Yes No 
CJ;: context) is/are 
~ mentioned $ 
.CI Yes, No, itmust Yes, No, it The Lack of Yes No They are Lack 
E­ explicitly he deduced explicitly must be typology is înfo. (Jack of not of 
or there is deduced not info.) considered înfo. 
no mention or there is respected 
ofit no 
mention 
ofit 
Valuing X X X X X 
Methods X X X X X 
Use X X X X X 
Rate of 
occurrence 3/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 1/3 
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Results regarding the third orientation (use) were found to he inconclusive due to a 
lack of information. Thus, it ean be concluded that this third element is present in two 
of the three theoretical orientations. 
1.4 Element 4 of the modeling of the program evaluation proeess: Strategie 
choices 
This fourth element of the modeling requires of the evaluator to choose specifie 
criteria and standards in line with the evaluation's dilemma prior to the analysis of 
results. The following indicators were considered for observation; mention of the 
criteria (elements of the object that will he evaluated), mention of the standards 
(factors that will detemùDe whether a favorable or unfavorable judgment will he 
rendered), mention of attributing a relative weight to the criteria, whether these 
elements consider the elements of the dilenuna and whether the criteria and standards 
presented before the analysis ofresults. Table 4.5 (on the following page) presents the 
results. 
Results show that all three orientations offered information regarding the evaluation's 
strategie choiees as part of their response. More specifically, the three orientations 
presented the strategie choiees' fundamental elements either entirely or in part. As 
weil, the three responses provided infonnation that either defmitely or at least in part 
links the strategie ehoices to the evaluation's dilemma. Also two of the three 
orientations (valuing and methods) presented all the criteria and standards prior to the 
analysis of results and the third orientation (use) presented sorne before with the 
understanding that others would emerge as the evaluation process evolved. 
Thus it can be concluded that all indicators related to the strategie choices were found 
to be present 10 varying degrees in all three responses. 
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Table 4.5. Results regarding the evaluation's strategie choices 
Are the strategie choices' fundamental elements Do these elernents Are the criteria and standards presented before 
presented? consider the the analysis of results? 
elernents of the 
dilernrna? 
fi) 
1: The criteria The standards Consideration has Criteria Standards 
:::= (elements of the (factors that been given to 
= object that will will determine attributing a 
-1: G,l be evaluated) whether a relative weight to
'r:: have been favorable or the criteria 
-
0 
= 
considéred unfavorable 
CJ judgment will ::: 
G,l be rendered) 
-~ have been 
..cl 
consideredE-c 
Yes In 
part 
No Yes In 
part 
No yes In 
part 
No Yes In 
part 
No Yes Sorne or 
ail emerge 
along the 
way 
No Yes Sorne or ail 
emerge 
along the 
way 
No 
Valuing X X X X X X 
Methods X X X X X X 
Use X X X X X X 
*Rate of 
occurrence 3/3 2/3 0/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 
"'For the purposes ofthis section only "yeslO responses were considered as part of the rate of occurrence. However, "in part" responses will be 
èonsidered in subsequent analyses. 
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1.5 Element 5 of the modeling of the program evaluation process: Evaluative 
Claims 
Although six elements are included in modeling of the program evaluation process, 
we were unable to retrieve information regarding the sixth e1ement of the modeling 
(synthesis: evaluation conclusions) since the responses focus on the planning phase of 
the evaluation. Nonethe1ess we were able to obtain valuable infonnation regarding 
the fourth element of the modeling. Therefore the final element observed in this 
study is the evaluative claims. 
Results (presented in Table 4.6) show that, at least in theory, two of the three 
orientations (valuing and methods) intended on providing a value judgment of the 
object under evaluation and that these two orientations justified either implicitly or 
explicitly their choice of criteria and standards upon which their judgment will he 
based. Whether the respondents would actually follow through on their intentions is 
unknown since we are dealing in the hypothetical. On the other hand, if these 
intentions were made known there is no reason to believe they would not occur in 
practice. 
Table 4.6. Results regarding the evaluation's evaluative claims 
Theoretical Intent to provide a Justification is provided Justification is 
judgment regarding the for the criteria provided for the orientations 
program's merit or worth standard 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 
Valuing X X X 
Methods X X X 
Use X X X 
Rate of 
occurrence 2/3 3/3 3/3 
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1.6 Synthesis of the results pertaining to the hypothesis 
Table 4.7 (on the next page) summanzes the results pertaining to the rate of 
occurrence of the elements of the modeling (presented in table 4.1) in each theoretical 
orientation. As presented in Table 4.1, each element of the modeling has a certain 
number of identified indicators that were used to observe and establish the presence 
of the elements in each theoretical orientation. The average rate of occurrence for 
each element was calculated based on the following point system: 
• 2 points were allotted to the indicator if it was found to be present Ù1 the response 
• 1 point was allotted to the indicator if it was found to be present in part 
• A score of 0 was allotted if the indicator was not present in the response 
Results presented ID Table 4.7 will be developed in the following sub-section. 
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Table 4.7 Summary of results: Identified rate of occurrence for elements of the modeling 
of the program evaluation process 
Elements Valuing Methods Use Rate of 
prientation Orientation Orientation Oçcurrence 
for each item 
Program to be evaluated: 
1. Clientele is mentioned 2 2 2 6/6 
2. Program objectives are identified 2 2 2 6/6 
3. Intervention's characteristics are 2 2 2 616 
mentioned 
4. Program's theoretical framework 2 2 2 6/6 
The evalnation's dilemma: 
1. The evaluation's triggering factor is mentioned 0 2 2 4/6 
2. The report specifies whether the client wants 
the evaluator to attribute an order, a mark, a 0 0 0 0/6 
score or to assign a class to the object heing 
evaluated (Types ofjudgment according to 
Seriven, 1995) 
3. It is mentioned whether the client expects the 
evaluator to support the judgment by basing the 
evaluation on the judgment of an expert, the 2 2 2 6/6 
causallink between two variables, the 
perception of the clientele or of the 
stakeholders, the inherent properties of the 
intervention, or the needs of the clientele 
(Criteria sources according to Fournier, 1995) 
Rendering the evaluation operational: 
1. The type(s) of evaluation is/are specified 2 2 2 6/6 
2. The question(s) and/or the objective(s) (which 
specify the type of evaluation according to the 2 2 0 4/6 
evaluation context) is/are mentioned 
3. The type(s) of evaluation and the 
questions/objectives are linked to Rossi, 2 2 0 4/6 
Lipsey, Freeman's (2004) typology 
4. These elements are in-line with the triggering 2 2 0 4/6 
factor 
5. These elements are inline with Scriven's or 0 2 0 2/6 
Fournier' s criteria 
Tbe evaluatioo's strategie choices: 
1. The criteria (elements of the object that will he 2 2 2 6/6 
evaluated) have been considered 
2. The standards (factors that will determine 
whether a favorable or unfavorable judgment 2 2 1 5/6 
will he rendered) have been considered 
3. Consideration has been given to attributing a 1 1 1 3/6 
relative weight to the criteria 
4. These elements consider the elements of the 1 2 2 5/6 
dilemma 
5. The criteria and standards are presented hefore 2 2 1 5/6 
the analysis of results 
Evaluative Claims: 
1. The intent is to provide a judgment regarding 2 2 0 4/6 
the program's merit or worth 
2. Justification is provided for the criteria 2 2 2 616 
3. Justification is provided for the standards 2 2 2 6/6 
Total score for eaeh orientation 32/40 37/40 25/40 94/120 
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1.7 Conclusion of the hypothesis 
In order to verify the hypothesis we announced a standard of 80% that we can look at 
globally and holistically. To be able to apply the standard we translated the 
information presented in Table 4.7and further reduced it thus enabling us to apply the 
standard of 80%. In order to be able to apply the standard we needed to translate 
scores into a percentage. To do so we used the foIlowing formula: 
Score of observed occurrence of the e1ement = X
 
Total possible score for the element 100
 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the minimum rate of occurrence was established at 80% 
when we apply the 5% margin of error of we can tolerate a minimum standard rate of 
occurrence of 75%. 
To identify the level at which the discrepancies occur, additional information was 
also considered. As such, scores for each e1ement of the modeling were tabulated and 
transformed into a percentage indicating the average rate of occurrence of the element 
in each theoretical orientation. An overaIl average rate of occurrence for each element 
of the modeling was then established. The results are presented in Table 4.8 (on the 
next page). 
The elements of the modeling of the process were observed in aIl three orientations 10 
varying degrees. The methods orientation obtained an average rate of occurrence of 
92.5%, the valuing orientation obtained an average rate of occurrence of 77.5% and 
the use orientation obtained an average rate of occurrence of 62.5%. Overall, the 
elements of the modeling were found to he present 78% of the time. 
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Table 4.8. Occurrence of the elements of the modeling in each theoretical orientation 
Average rate of occurrence for each element 
in each theoretical orientation 
Elements of the modeling Valuing Methods Use OveraU 
Orientation Orientation Orientation Average rate 
of 
occurrence 
ofeach 
element 
(rounded off) 
iProgram 100% 1000,10 100% 100% 
lDilemma 33.3% 66.7% 66.7% 56% 
lRendering the evaluation 80% 100% 20% 67%
 
operational
 
Strategie Choices 80% 90% 70% 77%
 
Evaluative daims 100% 100% 66.7% 89%
 
N 
TOTAL of each orientation 80% 92.5% 62.5% 78°;" 
The confirmation or rejection of the study's following over reaching hypothesis; If the 
elements of the modeling are a generic representation of the program evaluation 
process, they should he present in the evaluation models; rests upon our announced 
stan&rd. Since the stan&rd was set at a minimwn rate of occurrence of 80% and 
considering the 5% margin of error, the threshold is established at a 75% rate of 
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occurrence. That is to say, that the elements of the mode1ing of the process must 
obtain a total rate of occurrence of 75% or higher. 
As mentioned, two types of standards were applied in the current study; the global 
standard (the application of the standard to the global result) and the holistic standard 
(the application of the standard to each individual result). Since, for the purposes of 
the current study, we have decided to apply both types of standards, the results 
presented in Table 4.8 show that the overreaching hypothesis is confirmed if we 
retain the global standard which situates the global score at a 78% rate of occurrence. 
However, the hypothesis is rejected if we apply the holistic standard since the rate of 
occurrence for the use orientation is only at 63%. Since we are considering both types 
of standards we must conclude that our hypothesis is confmned in part. That is to say, 
considering our global rate of occurrence, there is no significant statistical variations. 
The variations occur at the level of the content and, as such, the hypothesis is partly 
accepted. However, it is important to specify that this judgment is based on written 
responses since we were unable to interview the respondents. As a result, findings 
presented in our research may have been different had we conducted an interview to 
probe the respondents' true intents. 
Finally, another interesting finding emerged frOID the data. Prior to signing the 
contract with the client, all three orientations identified the negotiation process as 
being a key factor in a successful evaluator-client relationship. The implications of 
this finding will be discussed in the next chapter. 
To conclude, since a discrepancy has been identified at the level of the holistic 
standard, it is necessary to delve deeper into our investigation in order to examine 
whether the discrepancy is due to the instrumentation used to identify the evaluand or 
whether it is due to the modeling not being generic. The following section will apply 
the two retained components of the instrumentation (the methodological choices and 
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the standards of practice) to the three theoretical orientations so as to establish the 
level at which the differences exist. 
2. SUB-HYPOTHESIS: IF THE MODELING IS INDEED GENERIC AND IF 
DIFFERENCES ARE OBSERVED IN THE EVALUATION MODELS, TIlEN 
THESE DIFFERENCES SHOULD BE AT THE LEVEL OF THE 
INSTRUMENTATION. 
As mentioned, tlùs second hypothesis is used to further orient the frrst hypothesis and 
as such is considered a sub-hypothesis of the first overreaching hypothesis. This sub­
hypothesis seeks to address whether the instrumentation used to establish the 
elements of the modeling of the program evaluation process varies from one 
orientation to the next and whether tlùs instrumentation influences the fundamental 
structure of the practice. In other words, the sub-hypothesis is used to delve deeper 
into the hypothesis, a necessary step since the results linked to the hypothesis do not 
allow us to clearly identify whether the discrepancies reside in the fundamental 
structure of the practice or whether they are found in the instrumentation elaborated 
to support the practice. 
As mentioned in the theoretical frarnework, the instrumentation elaborated to support 
the practice includes evaluation models, etlùcal guidelines, methodological choices 
and standards of practice (Hurteau & Houle, 2006). The evaluation models are 
intentionally excluded from this investigation since they constitute the object of the 
present study. Also, as previously mentioned, etlùcal considerations are difficult to 
examine in the present context. As such, we chose to retain the 2 criteria to guide our 
study regarding the sub-hypothesis. The first focuses on elements of the 
methodological choices. The second focuses the Joint Committee's standards of 
practice. 
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More precisely, we examined the methodological choices based on the following 
criterion: 
1.	 The presence of who would establish each element , how this would occur 
and when this would occur (intensity of involvement) 
As mentioned, the choice to examine the methodological choices based on the three 
aspects who, how and when was inspired by Alkin and Christie (2005) who, when 
referring to stakeholder involvement, stated "there are substantial differences between 
theorists in the choice of stakeholders to be included [who], the stages at which they 
participate [when] , and the nature of their involvement [how] "(p.118). As such, 
formulating a first criterion which would consider these three aspects and applying 
them to the broader area encompassed by the methodological choices has been 
substantiated. 
Potential discrepancies in the responses that may have been due to the standards of 
practice were examined using the following criterion as a guide: 
2.	 The evaluator's responsibility in managing the who, how and when 
This second criterion was examined using Stufflebeam's (1999) Program Evaluation 
Models Metaevaluation Checklist (Appendix F) since the checklist was elaborated to 
perform metaevaluations of program evaluation models. Also, it is organized 
according to the Joint Committee Program Evaluation Standards and it allows for a 
judgment to he rendered regarding program evaluation models. 
Each criterion will now be developed in the following sections. 
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2.1 Methodological Choices: Modality: Content Analysis 
So as to establish whether discrepancies can be identified within the methodological 
choices, responses were analysed based on our fust criterion (the presence of who 
would establish each element, how this would occur and when this would occur 
(intensity of involvement). The table presented in Appendix B summarizes the 
comparative analysis of the results. Each aspect will he discussed in the following 
sub-sections. 
2.1.1 Aspect 1: Who is involved in the evaluatioD process? 
Similarities 
Findings show that all three orientations have expressed a need for an evaluation team 
comprised of two or more evaluators who share a similar sociocultural background 
with the cornrnunity members involved in the program. Team members also possess 
expertise in the field and knowledge of the context. The input of an expert reviewer 
was also identified as heing valuable in all three orientations and the three 
respondents viewed the evaluator as a driving force in the evaluation process. As weIl, 
all three orientations considered stakeholder participation as a key factor in the 
evaluation. 
Distinctions 
Although the methods and the valuing orientations organize their stakeholder groups 
in a very similar manner (parents, teachers, staff members and developers of the Da 
Vinci Learning Program), the valuing orientation specifies the importance of 
including the perspectives of ''the more marginalized people in the context" (p.32) 
such as discouraged teachers and transient families. On the other hand, the use 
orientation proposes an evaluation group comprised of approximately 25 members 
who are selected as representatives of the various stakeholder groups. Since the intent 
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is to create an evaluation infrastructure within the school, the use orientation also 
requires an evaluation advisory committee (EAC) whose members are carefully 
selected. The EAC would be comprised of the school principal as weIl as three 
teachers who possess a positive attitude toward evaluation in the hopes that they 
would he easily trained to become internaI evaluators and advocates. 
Conclusion 
Thus, it can he concluded that all three orientations generally agree to involve various 
groups in the evaluation process. However, the selection criteria for each group vary 
from one orientation to the next particularly in the case of the use orientation. 
2.1.2 Aspect 2: How will the information he gathered and interpreted? 
Similarities 
The valuing and the methods orientations proceed in a very similar manner. They 
both express using interviews and discussion groups with the various stakeholder 
groups. They both descrihe the process as an interactive or collaborative effort in 
which stakeholders express their needs and provide information which is interpreted 
by the evaluation team and serves to formulate evaluation questions and establish 
objectives and criteria. Interviews and group discussions serve a similar purpose in 
these two orientations. "The evaluator also contributes to the discussion her or his 
expertise or perspectives, including ideas from relevant literature"(p.31). AIso, team 
members "assess plausibility of stakeholders' program theory or theories" (p. 74). In 
this sense, the stakeholders and the evaluators and their team work collaboratively to 
provide relevant data upon which a judgment on the quality of the program can he 
rendered. 
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Distinctions 
The use orientation ernploys a very different approach in that the evaluator trains a 
few selected EAC members to lead efforts that are considered, in the valuing and 
methods orientations, the responsibility of the evaluator (and team). It is this sense 
the intensity of stakeholder involvement is manifested. For exarnple, King, the 
respondent for the use orientation, describes an activity which involves making sense 
of test scores as follows: 
1 would therefore propose that one or two members of the EAC agree to 
lead a separate committee that would be charged with studying the 
school's test scores-both company and state-for the past severa 1 
yeaTs and interpreting them with a view to action. We wou Id access 
someone (from the evaluation team, the district office, a local university, 
or researcb shop) with a good understancling of test interpretation and, 
ideaJJy, the ability to work with the data to answer targeted questions 
the group might raise.(pp.94,5) 
Evidently, the use orientation perceives the evaluation team rnembers as being 
evaluation trainers or coaches rather than evaluators cOITInÙssioned to evaluate the 
prograrn at hand. In this sense, the use orientation differs from the two other 
orientations in a very fundamental way; the sharing of the evaluation responsibilities. 
Both the valuing and the methods orientations consider data interpretation as being 
the responsibility of the evaluator (and team) whereas the use orientation relinquishes 
(at least to sorne degree) this responsibility to prirnary intended users. 
Conclusion 
To conclude, both the valuing and the methods orientations have taken similar 
approaches as to how they propose to gather information. In both orientations, 
stakeholders serve as content or object "experts". Although the use orientation also 
uses stakeholders to formulate evaluation questions and criteria, establish evaluation 
priorities and outcomes it views stakeholder participation in a much broader sense in 
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that the it goes beyond and asks of the primary intended users to collect and interpret 
data and, as such, members of this group become memhers of the evaluation staff. In 
this sense the intensity of stakeholder involvement differs. The following section will 
consider its impact on the when. 
2.1.3 Aspect 3: When will the information he gathered (intensity of stakeholder 
invoJvement)? 
Similarities 
AlI three orientations foresee a schedule in which information gathering events are 
planned to take place. The valuing and the methods orientations plan punctuaI events 
to consult stakeholders and different stakeholder groups at specifie times throughout 
the evaluation process. Stakeholders contribute specifie information and shed light on 
the evaluand. 
Differences 
The intensity of stakeholder involvement differs significantly in the use orientation's 
response as compared to the other two responses in that stakeholder participation is 
continuous throughout the evaluation process. In this sense, stakeholders become 
active participants in the evaluation process. This creates another fundamental 
difference between the use orientation and the two other orientations; the perceived 
purpose that underlies stakeholder participation. As mentioned, the valuing and the 
methods orientations view stakeholders as being content or object "experts" and as 
such they are consulted at very specifie times during the evaluation. However, the 
response provided by the use orientation presented a small team of teachers (primary 
intended users) who would he trained to become "internal evaluators" in sorts. Such 
and endeavour requires frequent meetings. As weIl, the use orientation proposed 
monthly meetings with a team whose members include representatives of various 
stakeholder groups. 
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Conclusion 
Although aH three orientations have set aside time to integrate stakeholder 
participation in their proposed evaluation, the frequency of participation differs in the 
use orientation. Stakeholders who participate in the evaluation proposed by the use 
orientation are required to do so more frequently then those who participate in the 
evaluations proposed by the methods and valuing orientations. 
2.1.4 Methodologieal Choiees: Conclusion 
To investigate possible difference in the methodological choices, observations were 
based on the foHowing criterion: 
1.	 The presence of who would establish each element , how this would occur 
and when this would occur (intensity of involvement) 
Our findings have identified the presence of who would establish each element, how 
this would occur and when this would occur in all three orientations. Results show 
similarities between the valuing and the methods orientations with regards to each 
aspect of the criterion. Differences were found in the information provided by the 
response from the use orientation with regards to the frequency and intensity of 
stakeholder participation. 
This finding is inline with Alkin and Christie (2005) who compared the valuing and 
use orientations' view on stakeholder participation and stated: "In our view, there was 
a difference in intensity in the engagement of stakeholders" (p. 117). Based on our 
results we can conclude that indeed the use orientation requires of its participants a 
greater involvement in the evaluation process than do the methods and the valuing 
orientations. 
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Another fundamental difference found via the second aspect of this fust criterion 
(how will each element be established). The use orientation had a very different view 
of the evaluator's role in the evaluation process as compared to the methods and 
valuing orientations. As mentioned, the use orientation presents the evaluator as 
being an evaluation trainer or coach whereas the valuing and the methods orientation 
view the evaluator as being commissioned to gather, analyse and interpret data so as 
to render ajudgment on the program's worth or merit. 
Does this differing view of the evaluator's role or responsibility toward the evaluation 
influence the quality of the evaluation? The following section delves deeper into this 
aspect by using the Joint Committee Program Evaluation Standards as guidance. 
2.2 Evaluator's responsibilities according to the Joint Committee's standards of 
pradice 
As mentioned in the Review of literature, the Joint Committee on Program 
Evaluation produced standards of practice to help guide evaluators through the 
program evaluation process (the how). Evaluators are encouraged to refer to them and 
integrate them in their practice. They focus on the evaluator's responsibility toward 
an evaluation. Violation of any of these standards should alert the evaluator to 
reconsider certain aspects of the proposed evaluation. As such, they are part of the 
instrumentation elaborated in support of the practice and constitute the second 
component of the instrumentation retained for investigation. To guide this portion of 
our study, the second criterion was presented as follows: 
2. The evaluator's responsibility in managing the who, how and when 
Analysis of this second criterion followed Stuftlebeam's (1999) Program Evaluation 
Models Metaevaluation Checklist (Appendix F). We chose the checklist because it 
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was elaborated to perform metaevaluations of program evaluation models. Also, it is 
organized according to the Joint Committee Program Evaluation Standards and it 
allows for a judgment to be rendered regarding program evaluation models. As 
mentioned, Stufflebeam (1999) recommends that "an evaluation model he failed if it 
scores Poor on standards Pl Service orientation, A5 Valid Information, AlO Justified 
Conclusions, or A Il Impartial Reporting" (p.1). As such, those four standards were 
the focus of analysis which was conducted by following Stufflebeam's directives. 
That is to say, each indicator fonnulated by Stufflebeam (1999) was applied to each 
response then scored according to Stuffieheam's (1999) scale as follows: 
9-10 (X) Excellent 
7-8 (X) Very Good 
5-6 (X) Good 
3-4 (X) Fair 
0-2 (X) Poor 
Sorne of the indicators found in the checklist are subjective in nature and others are 
based on intent. To truly assess whether there exists a common understanding of the 
indicators among the respondents, an interview with each respondent would have 
been necessary. Since this was not feasible for our current study (as mentioned in the 
limits of our study), the results obtained were based on the clearly stated information 
presented in each response. 
The results for each of the four crucial standards are presented in the tables found in 
Appendix G. The following sub-sections will present the content analysis of the 
results obtained. As reference, a definition of each standard is provided prior to 
presenting the findings. These definitions were taken verbatim from the Joint 
Committee's Program Evaluation Standards (Appendix D). 
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2.2.1 Propriety Standards 
The propriety standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will he conducted 
legally, ethically, and with due regard for the welfare of those involved in the 
evaluation, as weIl as those affected by its results. 
Pl Service Orientation--Evaluations should be designed to assist organizations to 
address and effectively serve the needs ofthe full range oftargetedparticipants. 
The results obtained regarding the frrst crucial standard (pI Service Orientation) 
identified by Stufflebeam (1999) show that the model proposed by the methods 
orientation received an excellent score (9/1 0), the model proposed by the valuing 
orientation was also excellent (9/1 0) and the model proposed by the use orientation 
was good (5/10). 
Similarities 
As shown in the frrst table in Appendix G, all three orientations obtained identical 
results regarding 6 out of the 10 indicators. Furthermore, the valuing and methods 
orientations obtained identical results regarding all 10 indicators of this standard. 
Differences 
One oversight of the use orientation which may have influenced the results is 
attributed to the fact that the mode! it proposed was not necessarily in line with the 
customer's needs. It required a great deal of participation from primary intended users 
and stakeholders. The context in which the primary intended users (teaching 
personnel) were working made them feel overwhelmed and, as a result, the school 
had a large turnover in personnel. Requiring more time from them may not have been 
feasible in this context. 
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Furthennore, the customer needs were quite clearly expressed in the scenario "He 
[superintended Chase] wanted to support her [principal Garcia] in her efforts, and to 
do so she would need evaluation help, not only to monitor the impact of her changes 
but also as a reliable source of evaluative data on the impact of the program or parts 
of it." (p.B). However, the response from the use orientation admitted "Planning for 
evaluation capacity building differs from planning for an evaluation. Rather than 
developing an evaluation design in a traditional sense, 1 have presented a list of 
activities in this section that would foster a culture of evaluation [... ]" (p. 96). 
Conclusion 
The main focus of the model proposed by the use orientation is to foster a culture of 
evaluation rather than to focus on the needs expressed by the client which was to 
conduct an impact evaluation. Although it may he argued that many indicators for Pl 
were considered in the use response, it did not clearly present information that could 
he interpreted as responding to those indicators. The methods and the valuing 
orientations presented information that more clearly addressed the indicators for the 
Pl Service Orientation Standard. According to the information provided in each 
response, it can he concluded that differences in the response provided by the use 
orientation have been identified via this standard of practice. 
2.2.2 Accuracy Standards 
The accuracy standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will reveal and 
convey technically adequate information about the features that detennine worth or 
merit of the program heing evaluated. 
A5 Valid Informalion-- The informalion galhering procedures should he chosen or 
developed and Ihen implemenled so lhal Ihey will assure lhal lhe inlerprela/ion 
arrived al is vaUdfor Ihe inlended use. 
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Results obtained for the second crucial standard (A5 Valid Information) identified by 
Stufflebeam (1999), show that the modelproposed by the methods orientation was 
very good (7/10), the model proposed by the valuing orientation was good (6/10) and 
the model proposed by the use orientation was fair (3/10). 
Similarities 
AlI three orientations failed to provide information regarding the two following 
indicators: Document how infonnation from each procedure was scored, analyzed 
and interpreted and; report and justify inferences singly and in combination. The 
valuing and use orientations also failed to provide clear information regarding the 
documentation and reporting of the data collection conditions and process. The 
methods and valuing orientations failed to provide clear information regarding 
training and calibrating the data collectors. The methods and valuing orientations 
provided similar information in that 9 of the 10 indicators were found to he consistent 
in both these orientations. 
Differences 
The information provided by the use orientation also failed to present clear 
information regarding 8 out of the 10 indicators for this standard (see Appendix G). 
Since the use response focused on describing an evaluation model (Evaluation 
Capacity Building) and its implementation, it is not surprising that it would fail to 
provide information that focuses on VaUd Information. That is to say, the A5 Valid 
Information Standard focuses on details regarding documenting, reporting and 
justifying whereas the use response focused on details regarding ways in which to 
successfully foster an evaluation culture within a given environment. 
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Conclusion 
Based on the results obtained for the A5 Valid Information Standard, it can he 
concluded that the methods and valuing orientations obtained similar results. 
However, differences were observed in the use orientation's response. 
AIO Justified Conclusions- The conclusions reached in an evaluation should he 
explici/ly justified, so that stakeholders can assess them. 
Results obtained for the third crucial standard (AIO Justified Conclusions) identified 
by Stufflebeam (1999), show that the model proposed by the methods orientation was 
good (6/10), the model proposed by the valuing orientation was fair (4/10) and the 
model proposed by the use orientation was poor (1/10). 
Similarities 
AlI three orientations provided clear information regarding obtaining and addressing 
the results and prerelease review of the draft evaluation report. However, aIl three 
failed to provide clear information regarding the four following indicators: accurately 
reflect the evaluation procedures and frndings; identify and report the program's side 
effects; explain why rival explanations were rejected and; report the evaluation's 
limitations. The valuing and use orientations also failed to provide clear information 
regarding the citing of information that supports each conclusion and the reporting of 
plausible alternative explanations of the findings. The methods and valuing 
orientations provided similar information in that 8 of the 10 indicators were found to 
he consistent in both these orientations. 
Differences 
The information provided by the use orientation regarding this standard differs 
greatly from the methods and the valuing response. From the onset of the use 
orientation's proposai, it was clear that the purpose of the evaluation was to create 
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and foster an evaluation culture. To do so, the focus of the response was much more 
on building evaluation capacity to promote ongoing evaluation rather than on the 
evaluation report. As such, it is not surprising that the use orientation scored poorly 
regarding this standard. The Justified Conclusions (AIO) standard is concerned with 
the presentation of key e1ements in the evaluation report 50 as 10 ensure that 
conclusions reached are justifiable. Very liUle information regarding conclusions that 
would be presented in an evaluation report was provided in the use orientation' s 
response. 
Conclusion 
According to Stuftlebeam's (1999) criteria and indicators, the use orientation failed to 
provide sufficient information regarding the Al 0 Justified Conclusions standard. 
Since this standard was identified as crucial, it is recommended by Stuftlebeam that 
the evaluation he failed. However, we are working in the hypothetical and, as such, 
we can only conclude that differences are identified via this standard of practice. Also, 
due to the nature of the AIO standard (Justified Conclusions), it was difficult to fmd 
clear information in all three responses because the respondents were asked to 
consider aspects of the planning phase of the evaluation process and the Justified 
Conclusions Standard is geared toward the outcome of the evaluation. Had they heen 
asked to consider how conclusions could be presented and justified within that which 
they proposed, results would certainly have heen different. Nonetheless, it can still be 
concluded that differences were observed in the information provided by each 
response via this third crucial standard. 
AlI Impartial Reporting-Reporting procedures should guard against distortion 
caused by personal feelings and biases of any party to the evaluation, so that 
evaluation reports fairly reflect the evaluation findings. 
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Results obtained for the fourth crucial standard (AlI Impartial Reporting) identified 
by Stuffieheam (1999), show that the model proposed by the methods orientation was 
good (6/10), the mode1 proposed by the valuing orientation was excellent (9/10) and 
the model proposed by the use orientation was poor (1/10). 
Similarities 
As presented in the last table in Appendix G, the methods and valuing orientations 
obtained similar results on 5 out of the 10 indicators for this standard. The methods 
and use orientations obtained sunilar results on 4 of the 10 indicators. The valuing 
and the use orientations both failed to provide clear information regarding the report 
of alternative plausible conclusions. 
Differences 
The most obvious result is that the use orientation failed to provide any clear 
information regarding the AlI Impartial Reporting Standard. Although sorne aspects 
of each indicator could be observed in the use response, each indicator as a whole 
could not he applied to the information provided in the response. For example, the 
fust indicator which states "Engage the client to detennine steps to ensure fair, 
impartial reports" could be identified in the following information provided by the 
use response "a mutually agreed-on final report appropriate to the setting" (p.89) 
however the statement goes on to say "(which is to say, there may not he a lengthy 
technical document prepared at the study's end)" (p.89). Clearly the intent here is not 
10 safeguard against distortions (as suggested by the indicator) but rather to agree on 
the length of the report that will be presented. 
The indicators for the A Il Impartial Reporting are formulated to safeguard against 
potential biases. Although the response frOID the use orientation may touch upon 
aspects of this, the information always refers back to a different focus than the one 
intended by the standard. 
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Another key element that influenced the results of the use orientation regarding this 
standard is the description of the advisory comnùttee which is made up of carefully 
chosen staff members who act as "the evaluation ''virus'' that potentially will "infect" 
the school's professional community with positive evaluation thinking" (p.90). 
Furthermore, the intent is to purposefully marginalize certain individuals "WouJd 1 
include naysayers on this initial committee? [... ] 1 advise not including negative 
people in this initial group. 1bÏs does not mean, however, that you ignore them; the 
advisory committee must attend to their interests and concerns individually and 
extremely purposefully or they may shut the process down" (p.91). Although the 
"naysayers" may have the opportunity to have their opinion heard, they by no means 
have any decision-making power in the evaluation process. Only the advisory 
committee made up of members who are carefully chosen individuals have that 
power. This could be interpreted as purposefully producing a biased team which may 
endanger the integrity of the findings. 
Conclusion 
According to Stuffiebeam's (1999) criteria and indicators, the use orientation failed to 
provide clear information regarding the AlI Impartial Reporting Standard. Since this 
standard was identified as crucial, it is recommended by Stufflebeam that the 
evaluation be failed. However, we are working in the hypothetical and, as such, we 
can only conclude that differences are identified in the three orientations via this 
standard ofpractice. 
Other data pertaining to the standards of practice also emerged from the findings. 
Although, not identified by Stufflebeam (1999) as being crucial, these differences are 
worthy of mention. The following sub-sections will provide insight into these 
discrepancies. 
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2.2.3 Feasibility Standards 
The feasihility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will he realistic, 
prudent, diplomatie, and frugal. 
FI Practical Procedures--The evaluation procedures should be practical, to Iœep 
disruption 10 a minimum while needed information is obtained 
In their comparative analysis of responses, Alkin and Christie emphasize that King's 
(use orientation respondent) proposaI may not he feasihle in the proposed context. 
One of the conditions that King mandates is a substantial 
(perbaps very substantial) amount of active involvement 
by school personnel. We wonder about the prevalence of 
situations where such involvement is possible. Does 
insistence on active involvement mean that a school like 
BW1che-Da Vinci wouJd not obtain King's services, and 
she would do evaluations only in settings where teachers 
are not SO overwhelmed? (p.116) 
Tbis reflection was based on Alkin and Christie's intuition since they did not used pre 
identified criteria in their comparative analyses of the responses. Based upon 
Stufflebeam's (1999) indicators referring to the FI standard we support Alkin and 
Christie's reflection. 
To the use orientation's credit however, the information presented in the response 
does refer to the fact that prior to engaging in the evaluation, a research of the context 
is necessary to assess whether the environment would he conducive to that which is 
proposed. However, admittedly "Not every site is interested in such an approach, and 
given the reportedly negative attitudes of many teachers, tbis may not be possible at 
Bunche-Da Vinci" (p.89). Nonetheless, the decision was in favor of signing the 
contract and proceeding with the evaluation. This decision Ieads us to question 
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whether the evaluation proposed by the use respondent is in line with the FI Practical 
Procedures Standard. 
2.2.4 Propriety Standards 
As mentioned (in 2.2.1), the propriety standards are intended to ensure that an 
evaIuation will he conducted legally, ethicaIly, and with due regard for the welfare of 
those involved in the evaluation, as weIl as those affected by its results. 
P7 Conjlict oflnterest--Conjlict of interest should be dealt wilh openly and honestly, 
so that il does not compromise the evaluation processes and results. 
As mentioned in a previous section of this chapter, the intent is to train the advisory 
committee to perform certain activities that other orientations consider to be the role 
of the evaluator. In this sense, the use respondent proposes to form an internaI 
evaluation team. Many organizations use internal evaluators however, these 
evaluators are internai to the organization and not to the program being evaluated. 
Here, the advisory team would be comprised of members who are internaI to the 
program. Perhaps this detail should be shared with the client or it could he considered 
a violation of this standard. 
P8 Fiscal Responsibi/ity--The evaluator's allocation and expenditure of resources 
should rejlect sound accountabi/ity procedures and otherwise be prudent and 
ethica//y responsible, so that expendilures are accountedfor and appropriate. 
AlI three theoretical orientations obtained a low score for the P8 (Fiscal 
Responsibility) standard. The methods score Fair (3/10) and both the valuing and use 
orientation score Poor (2/10 and 1/1 0 respectively). Clearly none of the three 
orientations chose to focus on this aspect. Perhaps this is due to priorities within each 
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orientation or perhaps it is simply a question of space limitations. To assess the true 
intent on managing the budget and keeping records it would have been necessary to 
interview the respondents on this issue. Nonetheless, it is interesting that all three 
orientations provided very little information conceming the Fiscal Responsibility 
Standard. 
2.2.5 Utility Standards 
The utility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will serve the 
information needs of intended users. 
U6 Report Timeliness and Dissemination--Significant interim findings and evaluation 
reports should he disseminated to intended users, so that they can be used in a timely 
fashion. 
U7 Evaluation Impact--Evaluations should be planned, conducted, and reported in 
ways that encourage follow-through by stakeholders, so that the likelihood that the 
evaluation will he used is increased. 
The methods orientation scored Poor on both the U6 (Report Timeliness and 
Dissemination) and the U7 (Evaluation Impact) standards. However, the methods 
respondent did address this matter in rus response. 
Due to space limitations, there are aspects of this case and evaluation plan 
1 was not able to explore or elaborate on in much detaiI. For example, [... ] 
during step 3, we would have facilitated discussions witb the stakeholders 
to determine how best to disseminate evaluation findings and the lessons 
Jearned from the Bunche-Da Vinci evaluation. (p. 82) 
Clearly, in a real context, the methods orientation would provide information 
regarding these two Utility standards. However, in this particular context, 
respondents were asked to linùt the length of their response. As such, choices of what 
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to focus on were made and, as a result, sorne details were left by the way side. 
Nonetheless, mentioning the details that were left out gives us a good sense as to the 
intent of the response. 
To conclude, the data emerging from our sample provides insight into the choice of 
information each theoretical orientation decided to present in its response. Seemingly, 
the information provided reflected the priorities inherent to each orientation. In this 
sense, these results help identify differences existing at the level of the application of 
the standards of practice as presented by each theoretical orientation. 
2.3 Syntbesis 
Appendix B summanzes the results pertaining to the methodological choices 
cornponent of the instrumentation which was examined via our tirst criterion; 
1.	 The presence of who would establish each element, how this would occur 
and when it will occur. 
Findings show little variation regarding who is involved in the evaluation process. 
That is to say, all three orientations agree on involving various stakeholder groups to 
in the evaluation process. However, a difference was identitied at this level. Although, 
the methods and the valuing orientations selected participants based on similar 
criteria, the use orientation was found to select participants based on very different 
criteria. 
AlI three theoretical orientations also provided information regarding how data would 
he collected and interpreted. The methods and valuing orientations used stakeholders 
in a very similar way. That is to say, stakeholders serve as content or object "experts" 
in both the methods and valuing orientations. The use orientation was found to view 
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stakeholder participation in a much broader sense. The primary intended users serve 
as data collectors and interpreters and, as such, becorne rnembers of the evaluation 
staff. 
AlI three orientations set time aside to integrate stakeholder participation into the 
evaluation process. However, when the participation was required varied especially in 
the use response. The valuing and the rnethods orientations planned for a few 
punctual events in which stakeholders would participate. The use orientation required 
more frequent participation from stakeholders throughout the evaluation process. 
Thus, the variations are found at the level of the extent of stakeholder involvement in 
the evaluation process. In the valuing and methods orientations, the stakeholder 
involvernent is punctual and its purpose is to provide "expert" testimony. The use 
approach involves a particular stakeholder group (the primary intended users) 
throughout the evaluation process. Also it requires sorne stakeholders to collect and 
interpret data and, as such, relinquishes sorne aspects considered to be the evaluator's 
responsibility. In this sense, the main differences among the three theoretical 
orientations are found through the examination of our second criterion; 
2.	 The evaluator's responsibility in managing who would establish each 
elernent, how this would occur and when this would occur. 
In applying Stufllebeam's (1999) Program Evaluation Models Metaevaluation 
Checklist (Appendix F) to the three theoretical orientations, results show the 
responses (rnodels) proposed by the rnethods and the valuing orientations were quite 
similar. The following table of results presents the scores obtained for each crucial 
standard identified by Stufflebeam for each of the three theoretical orientations: 
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Table 4.9. Scores obtained for each theoretical orientation 
Crucial standards identified by Stufflebeam Methods Valuing Use 
(1999) orientation orientation orientation 
Pl Service Orientation 9/10 9/10 5/10 
A5 Valid Information 7/10 6/10 3/10 
AIO Justified Conclusions 6/10 4/10 1110 
AlI Impartial Reporting 6/10 9/10 1110 
TOTAL SCORE 28/40 28/40 10/40 
Average score 
(sum of scores for each tbeoretical orientation/n) 7 7 2 
n=number ofcrucial standards 
Judgment Very Good Very Good Poor 
When following Stuffleheam's scaie, fmdings show that on the four crucial standards 
the methods orientation's proposed evaluation model was very good overall. The 
valuing orientation's proposed model was also very good overall. The use orientation 
proposed a model that, according to Stufflebeam, was poor. 
Data that emerged serve to confum specifie differences that are seemingly unique to 
eaeh theoretieal orientation except for the P8 Fiscal Responsibility Standard which 
yielded similar results in all three responses. 
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2.4 Conclusion of the sub-hypothesis 
Results show that our sub-hypothesis, if the modeling is indeed generic and if 
differences are observed in the evaluation models, then these differences should he at 
the level of the instrumentation, is confinned. Conftrmation of the sub-hypothesis 
allows us to confinn our hypothesis in that the discrepancies that emerged are 
attributed to the instrumentation since the use model deviated at the level of the 
instrumentation. That is to say, when we applied the instrumentation's 
methodological component and the standards of practice component to the three 
theoretical orientations, differences among the theoretical orientations were identified 
with the most significant difference heing identified in the use orientation. As such, 
we can conclude that the modeling of the practice is indeed generic since differences 
also occurred at the level of the instrumentation. 
CHAPTERV 
DISCUSSION 
Our research's main focus was to examme the distinction between the specifie 
process of program evaluation and program evaluation models. In doing so, we found 
that although our hypothesis was confinned by our global standard it was rejected by 
our holistic standard. 
To investigate whether differences occur at the level of the instrumentation, we 
conducted a content analysis which focused on the methodological choices and the 
standards of practice. The most significant difference found in the methodological 
choices was the intensity of stakeholder involvement required by the model proposed 
by the respondent representing the use orientation. Furthermore, when we applied the 
standards of practice to the models proposed by the respondents representing the 
different theoretical orientations, we found that the methods and valuing orientations 
yielded sirnilar results in that they both received a rating of very good. Significant 
differences were identified in the use response which obtained a rating ofpoor. 
In light of these findings we can safe1y conclude that our hypothesis was conflIIDed. 
That is to say, the holistic standard used to verify our hypothesis showed that the use 
orientation was the only orientation that did not meet the standard however, when we 
verified the sub·hypothesis, we found that the use orientation's focus on stakeholder 
involvement deviated significantly from the process of evaluation to the process of 
animation. As such, the reason for which the use orientation did not meet the holistic 
standard is attributed to the instrumentation (the model itself) rather than modeling of 
the program evaluation process. 
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Research conducted in the past decades has heavily emphasized evaluation models. 
Has this emphasis enlightened the practice or has it contributed to the apparent 
confusion regarding the distinction between theory and practice? Alkin and Christie 
question whether the use respondent's stance "reflects the autonomy of a university­
based evaluator and not that of an evaluator in full-time practice?" (p. 116). These 
authors also observed that "In discussing the activities proposed by King, we clearly 
have put the cart before the horse" (p.116). This concem was further developed when 
Alkin and Christie questioned the applicability of the proposed use oriented model to 
contexts in which participants are a1ready feeling overwhelmed by the demands of the 
program. 
Since the purpose of their study was not to render a judgment on any individual 
model or theoretical orientation, Alkin and Christie's observations remained at the 
level of intuition. However, our frame of reference allows us to look at these concems 
from different angles hecause we gave ourselves a broad frame of reference whose 
structure includes the modeling of the program evaluation process, methodological 
choices and standards of practice. This allows us to confmn Alkin and Christie's 
intuitive concerns with the model proposed by the use respondent. Nonetheless, the 
use response gives us great insight into the manifestation of the confusion between 
theory and practice; "To my mind, it is better not to take a contract than to proceed 
and fail" (King, p. 126). This reflection leads us to question the responsibility of the 
evaluator. Is it to pick and choose the evaluations in accordance to the model we are 
comfortable using or to pick and choose the models according to that which is being 
evaluated? 
Results obtained in the present study suggest that the choice of instrumentation 
should he a function of that which is heing evaluated. This brings sorne clarity to the 
apparent confusion existing in the literature regarding the relationship between the 
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evaluation process and the application of the instrumentation. We can recall both 
Fournier (1995) and Hurteau & Houle (2006) who presented illustrations of the 
distinction between the program evaluation process and the instrumentation. The 
illustrations also emphasized the interrelation hetween these two features by 
proposing two-way arrows. However, the results obtained in the present research 
suggest that the representation of this re1ationship he reconsidered. Since the 
instrumentation does not influence the modeling of the program evaluation process 
the re1ationship hetween the two may he better illustrated by a one-way arrow 
stemming from the mode1ing of the program evaluation process and pointing toward 
the different components of the instrumentation. This would indicate more accurately 
the distinction between the two by showing that when the evaluation process is 
followed the choice of instrumentation will be more appropriate. 
Both the methods and the use orientations he1ped demonstrate tbis concept. 
Donaldson (the respondent for the methods orientation) referred to theorists such as 
Scriven (placed on the valuing branch), Alkin and Patton (placed on the use branch) 
and Weiss, Rossi and Chen (placed on the methods branch). This mixture of 
influences and consideration given to aIl orientations along with the fact that the 
methods orientation obtained the highest scores demonstrates weIl the concept of 
following the modeling of the prograrn evaluation process in order to make 
appropriate choices regarding the instrumentation. On the other hand, the use 
orientation insisted on applying an evaluation mode1 that was arguably inappropriate 
for the evaluation at hand. Since the use orientation's driving factor was the 
instrwnentation (the evaluation model) it deviated from the evaluation process thus 
demonstrating the necessity of using a generic framework to guide the evaluation 
process 50 as not to lose focus on the task at hand (the specific act ofevaluating). 
At the onset of our research we chose our sample particularly because it created a 
unique set of data: three different responses to one scenario; ideal in many respects. 
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However, we do realize that we were dealing in the hypothetical and many factors 
may have influenced responses causing critical aspects not to be addressed and other 
aspects to be assumed. Also, we had a very smal1 n. Three responses are hardly 
enough to establish whether responses were truly representative of their respective 
theoretical orientation. Perhaps future research could be based on a larger sample of 
actual evaluation reports conducted by a11 the theorists presented on Alkin and 
Christie's (2004) Evaluation Theory Tree. This could allow for patterns to be 
observed, causal links to he made and conclusion to be drawn regarding the 
relationship between the modeling of the program evaluation process and the 
instrumentation. 
Future research could also empirically study the extent to which the instrumentation 
serves the practice. By applying the four components of the instrumentation to 
evaluations that were conducted and identified as being best practices or failed 
evaluations, a greater clarity regarding the underlying factors that influence 
evaluation practices and outcomes could he obtained. These results could contribute 
to improving the credibility of the field of evaluation by improving the quality of that 
which it produces. 
CONCLUSION 
This study set out to contribute empirical data that would be both scientifically and 
socially relevant. Another objective of the study was to stimulate discussion in order 
to motivate further research in the practice of program evaluation. 
In keeping with this perspective we hypothesized that if the elements of the modeling 
of the program evaluation process are a generic representation of the program 
evaluation process, they should be present in the evaluation models. To verify our 
hypothesis, we applied Hurteau, Lachapelle & Houle's (2005) modeling of the 
program evaluation process to the three theoretical orientations (methods valuing and 
use) as identified by Alkin & Christie (2004). 
In order to identify whether the discrepancy was at the level of the modeling of the 
program evaluation process or at the level of the instrumentation, we chose to further 
orient our hypothesis. As such we fonnulated the following sub-hypothesis: 
Sub-hypothesis: If the modeling of the program evaluation process 
is indeed generic and if differences are observed in the evaluation 
models, then these differences should be at the level of the 
instrumentation. 
To verify our sub-hypothesis we applled the instrumentation (as presented by Hurteau 
& Houle, 2006) to the three theoretical orientations. The criterion used to guide our 
investigation of the methodological choices component of the instrumentation was 
inspired by Alkin and Christie (2005) who, when referring to stakeholder 
involvement, compared the use response to the valuing response by looking at the 
who, MW and when aspects. As such, we formulated our criteria so as to apply the 
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methodological choices to each response. We also applied the standards of practice to 
the three orientations by using Stufflebeam's (1999) Program Evaluation Models 
Metaevaluation Checklist (Appendix F) to the three theoretical orientations. 
Differences, particularly in the use orientation were identified at the level of the 
instrwnentation. These differences lead us to confmn our hypothesis and allowed us 
to conclude that there exists a distinction between the process of prograrn evaluation 
and the instrumentation. 
On a social level the study offers insight into the deve10pment of program evaluation 
as a discipline. Results from our study could be useful toward a core body of 
knowledge. Often evaluation courses present evaluation models as the fundaments of 
program evaluation. However, the results obtained through the present research show 
that the fundaments of the practice are the constant e1ements which define the specific 
act of evaluating and invariably depict that which is being evaluated. Unlike the 
different orientations, the fundamental e1ements are not concerned with how an 
evaluation is conducted it rather focuses on what is being evaluated. In order to offer 
a relevant training course, it would be of great value to teach the invariables that exist 
in the practice before presenting the different mode1s which vary from one context to 
the next according to a given theoretical orientation. 
Finally, although the present research is limited to three theoretical orientations and is 
based on a simulated scenario, it has produced valuable empirical data. The data 
generated allowed us to distinguish between the process of program evaluation and 
the instrumentation elaborated to support this process. This distinction creates a 
eonseious awareness regarding our responsibility to the field and to the clients we 
serve. Our primary responsibility is to perform evaluations in ail eontexts. The 
instrumentation, including the evaluation models, is a means to this end. Evaluation 
models as weil as the other components of the instrumentation exist as a support to 
the praetiee and, as sueh, they should not dietate our ehoiee of evaluations. The 
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evaluator's responsibility to the field of evaluation is to make infonned decision 
regarding which instrumentation is appropriate for the context at hand and to apply 
the fundamental elements of the evaluation process so as to focus on that which is 
being evaluated in order to generate relevant results and justifiable claims (which has 
been a weak point ofprograrn evaluation practice that regularly resurfaces in debates). 
We must be very careful not to "place the cart before the horse" or we may become 
overly concerned with aspects that are external to the prograrn evaluation process and 
loose sight of our primary responsibility to the field of evaluation and the clients we 
serve. 
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APPENDIXA 
ANALYSIS GRillS 
Analysis grid A 
Indicators related to the element 1) Program to be evaluated 
Analysis grid B 
Indicators related to the element 2) The evaluation 's dilemma 
Analysis grid C 
Indicators related to the element 3) Rendering the evaluation operational 
Analysis grid D 
Indicators related to the element 4) The evaluation 's strategie ehoices 
Analysis grid E 
Indicators related to the element 5) Evaluative Claims 
Analysis grid F 
Indicators related to the element 6) Charaeteristies ofthe declaration 
p.l06 
p.lO? 
p.108 
p.109 
p.IIO 
p.lll 
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-Analysis Grid A-

Indicators related to the elernent 1) Program to be evaluated
 
Does the respoose address theelements of Yes, No, 
the pr.ogram under evaluation? explicitly it must be deduced or 
there is no mention of it 
1)	 The clientele is mentioned 
2)	 The program's objectives are 
mentioned 
3)	 The intervention' s characteristics 
are mentioned 
4)	 The prograrn's theoretical framework 
is mentioned 
Analysis grids A, B, C, D and E refer to the elements of the modeling of the program 
evaluation process (Hurteau, Houle, 2006) 
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-Analysis Grid B-
Indicators related to the element 2) The evaluation 's dilemma 
Does the response present the 
evaluation needs-of the client who 
commissioned the evaluation? 
1) The evaluation's triggering factor IS 
specified 
2) It is mentioned whether the client 
expects the evaluator to attribute an order, 
a score or a mark to the object under 
evaluation (Type of judgment 
Seriven, 1995) 
3) ) It is mentioned whether the client 
expects the evaluator to support the 
judgment by basing the evaluation on the 
judgment of an expert, the causal link 
between two variables, the perception of 
the clientele or of the stakeholders, the 
inherent properties of the intervention, or 
the needs of the c1ienteJe (Criteria sources 
according to Fournier, 1995) 
Yes~ No, 
Explicitly or implicitly it is not specified 
(it is possib'le to deduce 
since it is evident) 
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-Analysis Grid C-
Indicators related to the element 3) Rendering the evaluation operational 
Dolis the response attempt to render operational the elements ofthe dilemma? 
Are thefundamental elements that render the evaluation Yes, No, 
operationalpresented? explicitly It must be deduced or there is no mentioll 
ofit 
1) 1) The type(s) of evaluation is/are specified 
2) The question(s) and/or the objectivees) (which specify the 
type of evaluation according to the evaluation context) is/are 
mentioned 
No
 
Are these elements linked to Rossi, Lipsey, and Freeman's
 The typology is not Lack of information (see (2004) typology? Yes 
respected criteria 1 and 2 of this 
f;!rid)
-
3) The type(s) of evaluation and the questions/objectives are 
linked to Rossi, Lipsey, Freeman's (2004) typology (included in 
AppendixC) 
No 
They are not considered Lack of information 
"Do these elements consider : Yes 
4) The triggering factor (criterion1 from grid b)? 
5) Criteria presented Scriven or Fournier (criteria 2 and 3 from 
grid b) 
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-Analysis Grid C-
Indicators related ta the element 3) Rendering the evaluation operational 
Does the response attemptto render operationalthe elements ofthe düemma? 
1 
Are thefundamental elements that render the evalua/ion Yes, No, 
operationalpresented? explicitly It must he deduced or there is no mentiolll 
• 1
oCtt 
1) 1) The type(s) ofevaluation is/are specified 
2) The question(s) and/or the objective(s) (which specify the 
type of evaluation according to the evaluation context) is/are 
mentioned 
No
 
Are these elements Iinked to Rossi, Lipsey, and Freeman's
 The typology is not Lack of information (see (2004) typology? Yes 1 
respected criteria 1 and 2 of this 
2rid) 
3) The type(s) of evaluation and the questions/objectives are 
Iinked to Rossi, Lipsey, Freeman's (2004) typology (included in 
Appendix C) 
No 
They are not considered Lack of information 
Do these elements consider : Yes 
4) The triggering factor (criterion 1 from grid b)? 
5) Criteria presented Scriven or Fournier (criteria 2 and 3 from 
grid b) 
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-Analysis Grid E-
Indicators related to the element 5) Evaluative Claims 
Wül a judgment he provided? 
The evaluator-respondent mentions that the intent is not to 
provide a value judgment on the program's worth or merit. 
OR 
The evaluator-respondent provides a description assuming that 
the program will continue and as such omits to speak about a 
judgment. 
The evaluator respondent mentions that a value judgment 
regarding the prograrn's merit will be provided. 
There is no mention ofajudgment in the response. 
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-Analysis Grid F-

Indicators related to the element 6) Characteristics ofthe declaration
 
-
Yes, prior to rendering a Yes, at the moment of the No 
judgment judgment 
How is the argumentation ofthe 
evaluative judgmentpresented? Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit They are not Lackof 
It is possible to check more than one box 
justified information (see 
criteria1 and 2 
from 2rid D) 
1) Does the response justifY the choice of 
criteria? * 
2) Does the response present a justification 
for the standards?* 
3) Does the response justifY other choices?* 
SpecifY... 
*In the case where there is a justification, whether it is for the criteria or standards, upon which element of the modeling 
does the justification relies? 1- Program being evaluated (the client, the program 's objectives, the intervention 's 
characteristics, the program 's context and ifs theoretical framework) or 2- The evaluation 's dilemma (the evaluation 's 
triggeringfactor, the type ofjudgment that the client expects and the argumentation expected by the client) 
Grid F refers implicitly or explicitly to the characteristics of the argumentation 
APPENDIX B 
SUMMARY TABLE OF COMPARATIVE RESULTS 
-- - -- -- ---~----------
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Summary Table of Comparative Results 
For each orientation, who establishes the elements of the modeling, which methods are used to gather the information 
Elements of 
the Modeling 
Program to be 
evaluated 
(establishing the 
existence of the 
program) 
Program's 
dilemma 
(identifying the 
client's 
preoccupations) 
Valuing Orientation 
WHO: 
•	 evaluation team or consultants 
•	 key informants within the school 
• principal developers of the prograrn 
HOW: 
•	 interviews with stakeholder groups 
• evaluator reviews available literature 
WHEN: 
•	 at the onset of the evaluation 
WHO: 
•	 various stakeholder groups in 
collaboration with evaluation team 
HOW: 
•	 interviews with stakeholder groups 
•	 evaluation team reviews the needs 
irnparted by way of interviews with 
various stakeholder groups 
WHEN: 
•	 at the onset of the evaluation 
and when will this occur? 
Methods Orientation 
WHO: 
•	 evaluation team made up of experienced 
members and top level experts 
HOW: 
•	 interviews with various stakeholder groups to 
elaborate program theories 
•	 evaluation team rnembers review plausibility 
of stakeholder' s program theories 
WHEN: 
•	 at the onset of the evaluation 
WHO: 
•	 various stakeholder groups in collaboration 
with evaluation team 
HOW: 
•	 interviews with stakeholder groups 
•	 evaluation team reviews the needs irnparted 
by way of interviews with various stakeholder 
groups 
WHEN: 
at the onset of the evaluation 
Use Orientation 
WHO: 
• Evaluator 
HOW: 
•	 Online research of available information 
•	 Questioning acquaintances about what they 
have heard about the program and the school 
WHEN: 
•	 at the onset of the evaluation 
WHO: 
•	 Principal and evaluator 
•	 Participatory evaluation 
group made up of 
representatives from different 
stakeholder groups, a 
university professor, 
rnembers of Evaluation 
Advisory Committee (EAC is 
a cornmittee if 3 teachers and 
the principal) and evaluation 
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Rendering the 
evaluation 
operational 
(forrnulating 
evaluation 
questions and 
objectives) 
WHO: 
• Evaluation team 
HOW: 
•	 interviews with stakeholder groups 
•	 evaluation team reviews the identified 
priorities imparted by way of 
interviews with various stakeholder 
groups 
•	 needs are translated into evaluation 
questions by evaluation team members 
•	 the priorities are used as a basis for 
evaluation team members in the 
elaboration of evaluation questions 
and objectives 
WHEN: 
•	 punctual 
•	 as needed 
WHO: 
• Evaluation team 
HOW: 
•	 The evaluation team engages relevant 
stakeholders in discussions about potential 
evaluation questions 
•	 Based on these discussions, evaluation team 
members fonnulate evaluation questions 
WHEN: 
•	 punctual 
•	 as needed 
team (2 or more evaluators
 
who h a knowledge of the
 
language, culture,
 
background and required
 
expe11ise within the context).
 
This evaluation group would
 
meet on a monthly basis.
 
HOW: 
•	 First, evaluator and the principal develop a 
list ofproposed project outcomes 
•	 Second, serves to identify stakeholder 
concems 
WHEN: 
•	 one or more of the monthly meetings with the 
evaluation group 
• throughout the evaluations process 
WHO: 
•	 The evaluation group of stakeholder 
representatives, EAC members and evaluation 
team 
HOW: 
•	 Different groups engage in discussions and 
decide upon relevant questions at the time. 
WHEN: 
•	 Regularly scheduled monthly meetings 
•	 throughout the evaluations process 
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Strategie
 
Choices
 
(elaborating the 
criteria and 
setting the 
standards) 
Evaluative 
daims 
WHO: 
•	 Stakeholders, in tandem with 
relevant externat perspecti ves 
contributed by the evaluator 
HOW: 
•	 established through discussions with 
diverse stakeholders 
•	 needs expressed by the stakeholders 
are translated into criteria 
WHEN: 
• punctual 
as needed 
WHO: 
• The evaluator 
HOW: 
•	 The evaluator makes a judgment of the 
program's quality based on the criteria 
identified by stakeholders as being of 
value to the context at hand 
WHEN: 
•	 Punctual at the end of the evaluation 
process 
WHO: 
•	 Relevant stakeholders and evaluation team 
members 
HOW: 
•	 Engage stakeholders to discuss and determine 
the types of evidence needed ta accurately 
answer the key questions 
•	 Stakeholders would rank the evaluation 
questions in order of priority 
•	 Evaluator (and team) wouId consult various 
sources of data (Le. existing performance 
measures and data sets, document and 
CUITiculum review, interview methods, Web­
based and traditional survey methods, possibly 
observational methods, focus groups, and 
expelt analysis). 
WREN: 
•	 punctual 
• as needed 
WHO: 
•	 Collaborative process between evaluation 
team and stakeholders 
HOW: 
reaching agreement on criteria of merit• 
(Scriven, 2003) or agreeing on what would 
constitute success or failure or a favorable or 
unfavorable outcome, which will help justify 
evaluation conclusions and recommendations 
WREN: 
•	 Punctual at the end of the evaluation process 
WHO: 
•	 The evaluation group of stakeholder 
representatives, EAC members and evaluation 
team 
HOW: 
•	 Different groups engage in discussions and 
decide upon relevant criteria at the time. 
•	 These groups gather to develop credible 
methods, help develop instruments, analyze 
and interpret data 
WHEN: 
•	 Regularly scheduled monthly meetings 
•	 throughout the evaluations process 
WHO: 
•	 The evaluation group of stakeholder 
representatives, EAC members and evaluation 
team 
HOW: 
•	 Group members work collaboratively make 
recommendations 
WHEN: 
•	 Throughout the evaluation process at regularly 
scheduled monthly meetings 
APPENDIX C
 
ROSSI, LIPSEY AND FREEMAN'S EVALUATION TYPOLOGY AND MAIN FOCUS
 
OF EACH EVALUATION TYPE
 
--
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Rossi, Lipsey and Freeman's Evaluation Typology and Main Focus of Each
 
Evaluation Type
 
(Translated from Mongiat, 2006)
 
Types of evaluations Main focus 
Needs assessment Concems the targeted clientele's needs 
and their conditions 
Assessment of program theory Concems the 
design and organization of the program 
Assessment of program process Concems the program's implementation 
and the services it offers 
Impact assessment Concems the program's results, effects 
and impacts 
Efficiency assessment Concerns the program's costs and 
efficiency 
APPENDIXD 
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Summary of the Joint Committee's Program Evaluation Standards (1994) 
(prepared by Mary E. Ramlow, the Evaluation Center, Western Michigan University) 
Utility Standards 
The utility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will serve the information needs of 
intended users. 
VI Stakeholder Identification--Persons involved in or affected by the evaluation should be identified, 
so that their needs can be addressed. 
U2 Evaluator Credibility--The persons conducting the evaluation should be both trustworthy and 
competent to perform the evaluation, so that the evaluation findings achieve maximum credibility and 
acceptance. 
U3 Information Scope and Selection--Information collected should be broadly selected to address 
pertinent questions about the program and be responsive to the needs and interests of clients and other 
specified stakeholders. 
U4 Values Identification--The perspectives, procedures, and rationale used to interpret the fmdings 
should be carefully described, so that the bases for value judgrnents are clear. 
U5 Report Clarity--Evaluation reports should clearly describe the program being evaluated, including 
its context, and the purposes, procedures, and findings of the evaluation, so that essential information 
is provided and easily understood. 
U6 Report Tirneliness and Dissemination--Significant interim findings and evaluation reports should 
be disseminated to intended users, so that they can be used in a timely fashion. 
U7 Evaluation Impact--Evaluations should be planned, conducted, and reported in ways that encourage 
follow-through by stakeholders, so that the likeIihood that the evaluation will be used is increased. 
Feasibility Standards 
The feasibility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will be realistic, prudent, diplomatie,
 
and frugal.
 
FI Practical Procedures-oThe evaluation procedures should be practical, to keep disruption to a
 
minimum while needed information is obtained.
 
F2 Political Viability--The evaluation shouId be planned and conducted with anticipation of the
 
different positions of various interest groups, so that their cooperation may be obtained, and so that
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possible attempts by any of these groups to curtail evaluation operations or to bias or misapply the
 
results can be averted or counteracted.
 
F3 Cost Effectiveness--The evaluation should be efficient and produce information of sufficient value,
 
so that the resources expended can be justified.
 
Propriety Standards 
The propriety standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will be conducted legaHy, ethically, 
and with due regard for the welfare of those involved in the evaluation, as weil as those affected by its 
results. 
Pl Service Orientation--Evaluations should be designed to assist organizations to address and 
effectively serve the needs of the full range oftargeted participants. 
P2 Formai Agreements-Obligations of the formai parties to an evaluation (what is to be done, how, by 
whom, when) should be agreed to in writing, so that these parties are obligated to adhere to ail 
conditions of the agreement or formally to renegotiate it. 
P3 Rights of Human Subjects--Evaluations should be designed and conducted to respect and protect 
the rights and welfare ofhuman subjects. 
P4 Human lnteractions--Evaluators should respect human dignity and worth in their interactions with 
other persons associated with an evaluation, so that participants are not threatened or harmed. 
PS Complete and Fair Assessment--The evaluation should be complete and fair in its examination and 
recording of strengths and weaknesses of the program being evaluated, so that strengths can be built 
upon and problem areas addressed. 
P6 Disclosure of Findings--The formai parties to an evaluation should ensure that the full set of 
evaluation fmdings along with pertinent limitations are made accessible to the persons affected by the 
evaluation, and any others with expressed legal rights to receive the results. 
P7 Conflict of lnterest--Conflict of interest should be dealt with openly and honestly, so that it does not 
compromise the evaluation processes and results. 
P8 Fiscal Responsibility--The evaluator's allocation and expenditure of resources should reflect sound 
accountability procedures and otherwise be prudent and ethically responsible, so that expenditures are 
accounted for and appropriate. 
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Accuracy Standards 
The accuracy standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will reveal and convey technically 
adequate information about the features that determine worth or merit of the program being evaluated. 
Al Prograrn Documentation--The prograrn being evaluated should be described and documented 
c1early and accurately, so that the program is clearly identified. 
A2 Context Analysis--The context in which the program exists should be examined in enough detail, 
so that its likely influences on the program can be identified. 
A3 Described Purposes and Procedures--The purposes and procedures of the evaluation should be 
monitored and described in enough detail, so that they can be identified and assessed. 
A4 Defensible Information Sources--The sources of information used in a program evaluation should 
be described in enough detail, so that the adequacy of the information can be assessed. 
A5 Valid Information--The information gathering procedures should be chosen or developed and then 
implemented so that they will assure that the interpretation arrived at is valid for the intended use. 
A6 Reliable Information--The information gathering procedures should be chosen or developed and 
then implemented so that they will assure that the information obtained is sufficiently reliable for the 
intended use. 
A7 Systematic Information--The information collected, processed, and reported in an evaluation 
should be systematically reviewed and any errors found should be corrected. 
AS Analysis of Quantitative Information--Quantitative information in an evaluation should be 
appropriately and systematically analyzed so that evaluation questions are effectively answered. 
A9 Analysis of Qualitative Information--Qualitative information in an evaluation should be 
appropriately and systematically analyzed so that evaLuation questions are effectively answered. 
AI0 Justified Conclusions--The conclusions reached in an evaluation should be explicitly justified, so 
that stakeholders can assess them. 
A Il Impartial Reporting--Reporting procedures should guard against distortion caused by personal 
feelings and biases of any party to the evaluation, so that evaluation reports fairly reflect the evaluation 
fmdings. 
AI2 Metaevaluation--The evaLuation itself should be formatively and summatively evaluated against 
these and other pertinent standards, so that its conduct is appropriately guided and, on completion, 
stakeholders can closely examine its strengths and weaknesses. 
APPENDIX E 
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CES Guidelines for Ethical Conduct 
CES GUIDELINES FOR ETHICAL CONDUCT 
COMPETENCE 
Evaluators are to be competent in their provision of service. 
1. Evaluators should apply systematic methods of inquiry appropriate to the evaluation. 
2. Evaluators should possess or provide content knowledge appropriate for the evaluation. 
3. Evaluators should continuously strive to improve their methodological and practice skills. 
INTEGRITY 
Evaluators are to act with integrity in their relationships with ail stakeholders. 
1.	 Evaluators should accurately represent their level of skills and knowledge. 
2.	 Evaluators should declare any conflict of interest to clients before embarking on an 
evaluation project and at any point where such conf1ict occurs. This includes conflict of 
interest on the part of either evaluator or stakeholder. 
3.	 Evaluators should be sensitive to the cultural and social environment of ail stakeholders 
and conduct themselves in a manner appropriate to this environment. 
4.	 Evaluators should confer with the client on contractual decisions such as: confidentiality; 
privacy; communication; and, ownership of findings and reports. 
ACCOUNTABILITY 
Evaluators are to be accountable for their performance and their product. 
1.	 Evaluators should be responsible for the provision of information to clients to facilitate their 
decision-making concerning the selection of appropriate evaluation strategies and 
methodologies. Such information should include the limitations of selected methodology. 
2.	 Evaluators should be responsible for the clear, accurate, and fair, written and/or oral 
presentation of study findings and limitations, and recommendations. 
3.	 Evaluators should be responsible in their fiscal decision-making so that expenditures are 
accounted for and clients receive good value for their dollars. 
4.	 Evaluators should be responsible for the completion of the evaluation within a reasonable 
time as agreed to with the clients. Such agreements should acknowledge unprecedented 
delays resulting trom factors beyond the evaluator's control. 
APPENDIXF 
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Program Evaluation Mode1s Metaevaluation Checklist 
PROGRAM EVALUATION MOOELS METAEVALUATION CHECKl.IST 
(Based on The Program Evaluarion Standards) 
[loni~1 L. Stufflebenlll 
1999 
T,t:.·~ :;he(:~,i.;.'J: /:5 fe·,·· :Je"'fo.··,·":~:.",~~ rt"etBe'/a."t;at"f)I~$ cfprc·gl"(Jrtl ~~"'a,'uélt:·.~.",: '·~'oo'~fs. l't:S o,'-gë.:1,;zJ?c acc?rj.t79 !O :,'}~ 
Jo,o'1: Cf)""~r:ll"t!ee- Pç·og..-o:r. E'/ê':..;et:o:) Ste'~a[vd-s. F~: B:1Cl: o.; t.:1€: 3D "]:à.·~J():·d~ the- (;i~~c;'::.is! i l1ci,:âes :0 
C·.:lê(;;;:r:O/:~t:; d:"'~ .'l'~ fro.·~~ ~~;e ·~b$fat:cê CJ.f the stDt;o:ùrd. :"t:5o s:':Qces.ted t:1&: ~~c:~ :;r:1;,~ja.'-et !':Je SC 0:-6 0 or. ';é1C!~ 
C.;l~;;';;PO:· ...~t_ TI:Ii!"" ,:~;ci~:-r:& .. ~t$ ,û;ouf thE' ~d~q;;Q.c,/ o •.: t,'~e ~:.Jbj€'C! $f'::J::':€'Jt.::::~ ."7:.-::dE'.: ....r"! .·~~et:l:g t:~~ ::~a'~df)rd ";a:' 
bE' ;::aJf:: 8~ ,(:..-:::O';WS: 0-2 poor 3-1 ;=3,:" 5-6 '30:;:0' 7-8 '~/8"'Y :"~G~id, ~. fCEXCG,"'&.''': ,'t .:.~ ."~c~""I~:;;er~d'?G :;~èl ;;~, 
et:€t'·~I·.at.ic·,; l7"icj~.r cs fo~:&ô ....r. .;t sc..~re\..-;: puer on .~:a:~jéJ.'·d:J P! Sefl.':Cft ;):-,:e:~téJtiC'--; .~5 V~.'i·(~ ,'·r,,;o."rna:io:\ A ·.~C 
J'..Jst:,;·ed G:)."(.:"~S,''''--:S. or A '.~~. :,~:)":,f!,'ef ,~e:J~.""tu~g. US'3."S ol t.:,,:s çhec;;;:,'st éi,"S ë:o...",iSI?·J to :';Ot1Sl."': tt"!e t:.:,'.: tl?X: cf 
The Jo.;.. ,t S:)r;:r::,:tre~ ! '1994,) ~r'09"a(t) Et-'c:,i~,ùr,o,," Stô,"Cél'c'.s Tho~iS:l,'~d 021.";5. :;~: Sél9~ P~Jb,I'~'·::ë"!'O.').~ 
To meet the requlremenlS for Lltility. evalliMions IIslng tile eva/uatioll mode/ shou/d: 
U1 Stokeholder Iclentifiçotioll 
C ear!y idemi(, the F;J!u~ltion (. e:lt 
En(;.:lg", ·e,wersbip f.gures ,(> :oer: \ other sDkehcl.j",rs 
Consult potent'al $!'Heh.)de's 10 i::!emify th"'l' inforl"'1atior needs 
Us.,. sl:lkerol::!ers II) derti\: olner slaket-,cl.:ers 
V':ïtl- th", dient. r~1nk s:",~",n::: çer·s hr -el:üivs inlPorwnGe 
.Arr:mge to invo·ve st:.keho!d€'-s th'o'.gl'ou! tlo-,e e··.. ;J'.J3tj:)r·' 
Kee:) the s'-.';Jiu.3!Îon open la serve ne'N y ider.tcfed s·i<:lke!'oid",-s 
Ajç -ess s~;J~.ehol.)8rs' 8iaiu.,!i,;.n J1.,.8ds 
Ser.·.;- ;:.n apprcp'i;J,e r,1I1Ss of inci·,-ic'.I;J: stake,",old"'rs 
Ser·;€' :tl1 3flprcp'13te r:mge cf stakeholder organ.zations 
C 2-4 F:.:lir C e-2 Poor 
U2 Evaluotor Credlbility 
Engage compelel1\ ev:.luators 
Engag€' evaluat·orsNhom the stakercl::!ers tr'lsl 
En(;:lg", e·'.3IU.:ltors ·,,,he C.:ln address Sl.akerold€'rs· con.:el"'lS 
EngagB ';''iafutltors v,ho ;Jre ar.proviale y r",sjjcrsi'iEl to issue.s· of g",n,:eL sc";;oecono ',C sttltus·. r.:lce, and 
k1l'go.:a;)" Jn.~ cutv')· ::!F",'el'c",s 
Assve that th", e ....a:J3ti.)n plan r",spOI'ds ~o ke1 s';JKeholGers· roncer:1S 
Help stakeho;.ide-s understand the Si') 'Jation pl;Jn 
Give stakehoid€"s ,'·fOffi131ien en th~ eva·l.atlor p!an s !ecnr.c.;! ':UJL1Y .;;nd pr.:lrtjc')lity 
Attend ;J;:'pro~·riat'" y to :sta~",ho den cri~iG;$I11S· Clnd :.uggestjc'l1s 
StJ] a~reast of SOCiCl Cl:1d poilt c') :erres 
Ke8p 'ntereste::! prties info-~,,,,d al:o·.It the evah.Jtior :. p-o(;-ess 
o S-' Co Exce' e:lt 0 7·8 Very Goc,d 0 ::-6 G.)o::! C 3·4 F3ir c::: 0-2 Poor 
U3 Informolion Scope iJnd Selection 
Unde"stanoi !I~8 cl "l1rs mosl illwmt,;nt e'-'<:lil.K;tioq r",ql.. "emems 
il1ter·ii~·k stakeh,),ds's ,0 dete -Ile the' differ",m psrs.pectivO?$ 
A$sve t"al e··.. a U,:lto' .and di",,,t negOli-:l(S pe:<inent -:ludlerces. ql..est'ons. ::\11" raq;,liro?d i!1:~rrn3:ii)n 
.A•.ssign prOf ty 1:; the most impori,mt stakerol::!.:-rs 
~~ Eva/uatioll Checkllsts Project a 
~ www.Vlmich.e<lllf~valctrlchecklists ~ 
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,"-.ssigl' pliorj,y ,:; tn~ mos, import;:Hit G:Jestlons 
,".l:ow:lexib .y :1J'3dding ques:i::ns G~rJng the E-'-'.:IILI;:;uon 
:::)1>1;:;11 s,rftciel t inflxmatil)n to .ad,;,.",ss!te stakehold",'s' n~ost il11r.,ort:;,r,t ""aluat·on qLJestons 
Clbt3n s".Iff ciel't info,:mation to asses,,, the prcg"ar"'s mer t 
:Jbt.:; n s·!.Iff ciert inf')'l11ation to ~"S-8;S the progr.:n'·s ·::ortr 
Alloc3te the "",,;iJ;:ltion effort in 3cwrd;:lr.ce ..."itil the p'i,J'it,es "ssjgl~e,; to th!? reo:-ded nforrn.atlon 
--.: 9-1 C Excell~"t 0 7-~ '/t?ri Good _ ::-'3 Goc,::! 0 3-4 Fair L 0-2 PO;Jr 
U4 Values Identifkatioll 
Consi::!er (J'ter'1;:;tj-'ie sovces Ofi[l,L.eS for illterpretlllg "'''a/lIJ:ti,)l'l f rtdil~gs 
PrO"iice a c ",al', c",fersib!e basis for '<tlllt?- .udg 'erts 
[:",terr' '19 the J.pp'opliat.;. :O:lrtV!S} tO make tt",',a!uation;:l irto?'p-et3JOnS 
idert f)' pe"1 'lert societ;:l' neecs 
idert:f'ï ~'e1,(lel~t wstomer 'leeds
 
Refer",nce pen:ino:-m 1;1':::;
 
Reference . .as ,tppro"r 'Ite. ,h", 'e ",'<an, Il1st·tl;tion;:;.; mlS5i<lI'
 
Reference the prÜ'Jrarn's 9;J3[S 
-;)~e rto .:lccount the stakeh(.ldo;,'s',:;) '.les 
As Jpprop-j;:;.to?, p'esert ;) to;,m.:lhe irtervet;:;tions basee on eonfli,:t ng bdt credib!eiaklo:- bases 
D S- '0 Ey.ce 'ent 07-8 \lH'y :=~ood _ 5-6 800d C 3-4 Fair C 0-2 POOl' 
U5 Report Clarity 
C €<lPY r8po1 tre essemia inform:lt c·n 
[s,sue orie!. ;;. n'pie ..3r.d direct repoJ\:$· 
Focl,)s repois on contracted ques!bns 
[:'8scnbe tho:- progralll ~lI'd it;;. cc,mext 
[:",scnbs ,he e..·alu:lt on's pt;rpo.ses, procedures, ;:ln:! fille ngs 
SLlppo1 corc·~s· ons and -ec. 'Iisndaiicns
 
A·,·,)i;:! rep')1i'lG te,:hr"cal ; :11'9°1'
 
Repo1 n :"'9 tmguage(s: cf stakeho:der.s
 
F'r,)',iee <lI' o;.xe(\ltr-,o;, su,' 'ar{
 
F'rc,'iiGe .3 teçhn;co:l rep(of1!
 
o ~i-:O Exce ent 0 7-8 'of€'!":, Goo:! _ 5-'.3 800:1 C 3-4 F;:lir C 0-2 POOl' 
LIi:; Rel>ort Tirnellness (Incl Dissemination 
tvb'ie 'illl!? YImerl ' -epol1s t,) nt8noed l,sers
 
[:",Ir'..-er the "in;;.1'epol1 ,,,,he;', ·t i.s l'eedec
 
H:l',;e limel:" o:-xchanges 'f,ith t',e vcgr,'c's pcli(;~: board
 
Ha'.:e limely' exch:l'lgas 'f,ith the V:::'g,''-;''''s sta1
 
H:1,e timo?l:" t?Xdl.'l!lGes 'f,ith the v::gr;:;;1"s customers
 
H.:we limel:" exçh:'llges ',',it:l the p·.Ibl c r:';edia
 
Ha·...e tim81y exchanGes 'f,ith the :ul1 r;l1Ge c: righH:HI'O':; ;:;UC'8nces
 
Ero1p 0i e::ec~ivo:- 'sc a foX retlo:hing :lrd '·,fcrplinG th", d:ff8 r",nt aud 8/lCeS
 
Kaep the presant:ilèons appropnately br et
 
Use li'xamp.es to he!p audie'lces relate the firdinqs to vactic;;i situations
 
C 0-2 P,)or 
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U7 Evaluation Imp<lo:t 
M~intZlin WI't.,C\ ,...i'l1 ~'_JdiE-<lce 
!n,'01';'9 ;;ot~!\o?hcd€rs throl,ghout tI·", eval',atler 
Encol. '~ge 31Kl S'Jpoort stake"·::lders' '.Ise c' t\-,e fw,d'I'g:; 
Sho'''' sti3k ..hoidE>'s 1-'0':; ll-e:>, m:gllt use the fine <ls ln the r 'NO'" 
Fo'ecasc anG :dGrE>ss ;:,clental uses of fÎl'di~s 
Pro",ic e inter: ' reports 
M~'Ie su-e ha [ecorts ~re O;:I~lr, fra:lk. and 'XH'cre:e 
Sùp!=llerrert wfiter, reports ·N·tl· (.l)ti0ing ordl co . ·ur.lcation 
Con'~lIct 'eedb3Cr. '::or~shops 1.) :;0 over ano; 3jJply fjnl~ n;js 
MakE- ",rr:mGelllen:s :0 prGvidE> '0 O'N-UP :lssist:mco? il' irterveling and :1t:,~'.y)g thE> :inl~ln;Js 
o S·' Q Exce8nt 0 7-8 V",ry;c;.)od 0 ~t: Good C 3-4 Fair C 1}-2 Poor 
Seoring the Evuluutic,n for UTILITY Strength of the model's provisions fc.r UTILlTY: Add the following: 
N'Jmber of Exco?l:",n, ratirgs IC-?) x~= C 26 ~ ~.j3 ~~i..: to 28: Excellent 
Number of Very GOOI) (J-7': x 2· = c::: l'Ô! (6~%.i to 2~: Very Good 
N·.lmbar ,)f Goo.; •. CI-T) x2= C 14 I~J.)(?(·: to 18: Good 
Number .:of =a • (0-7) xl = F(lir 
CI} (J%:·tc 5 POOl'= 
__ (Total score) +28 = __ x 100 = __ 
To meet the requiremellrs for feasibility, '3valtlatiollS IISI1I9 tlle eva/uatioll model should: 
F1 Praetic-al Procedures 
"l'or ml?t;'lods .:lr·ct instcum",ms to il'forn13t ,)n r"':JI, 'errel'ts 
r'v1in:m:ze cl srllptio··, 
Min mizl? ;h", d3\3 b'.Irder 
.Appcin: comr.!Btent S-13 Ç 
-rain staff 
ChCê'S,," proc",dl.res tha! t'"te staff a'e qU.3lifiec to carry ou, 
O',oos", proc",::lo-ro?s in lig"t c.f kn.)··",1' COl'ostr.:lints 
MakE> J re... s:ic sCi')scule 
E'1~.)g"'ocals to "elp ,:ordl;c; tre evah..at:cr 
As, J~'provi;:<t".. ma~e e·...alu:ll on procedures a part of rOll~ine ",·,'sms 
c:::: 0-2 P,)cr 
F2 Polltieul Viabilit'l 
Amicp~te ct T'8'Sl't pc.".:uons c,f dlff",r".",t irt""ss; group,· 
F..'e~ cr COI,1ësract al':smpt::. lO !Jias or ;1' isa;:;p y!'"oe fim~I'lgs 
FC'3ësr c(>(·oe"j.)n 
In<ol·...e %:J'Ie'lc dar:. tilrcl,ghout !t'o:- eV3h,.3t'cr 
Agree on €Id IO'ia ac,d ct SSSlllir,atior 8utho,ity 
!~·su", ·nterm re~·orts 
Rep.)1 divergent vé::::· 
Report 10 righ-toJ-kro'N a'.Id·8:l·;SS 
Emp 0:-' a :irlll pu!;""c contraC1 
Progralll EVllluatloll Models MetaE-valliation Cheàlist 3 
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--' E,-6 Good C 3-4 Fair C 0-2 POOl' 
F3 Cost Effectiveness 
Be s'fic·",nt 
Mak", loS". of il:-kinl; ser·" ces 
Produce jp10ml,.t'(ln '''-cr.!- me -"estmem 
'qfom' decis01s 
Foster ;:.r1)gra!i1 Irrl/::îovem",n: 
Pro/llie ac,x1urt:ôility irtormat1on 
Go:-ne-3!e r",oN irts~h,s 
H",lp spr8ae 8ff8c.tive pnct c'Ô's 
Min:/11'z", cIsrllptions 
Min mlze time eemanQs :::1' progr... m pe-sonrel 
o SolO hee",nt 0 7·9 \,1H'J' Good L 3-d F3ir c::: 0·2 Poor 
SCOl"In9 the Evaluation for FEASIBILITY StI'ength of the model's provisions fOI" 
Add the followlng: FEASIBILITY 
N-Jml·er (.f Exc..i;",n' r;:\tirgs J-.:.: x ~ = \' (93%<: to '2: Excellent 
NJmber I)f Veri Gace .)·3:· x3= Very Good 
N'.Imber of G(Jc,.j (J-3! x2= :3 (::·J';<'i to 7 Good 
FDirN'.Imber (Jf FG. - 10-:' xl = 
Poor
= 
(TotDI scorel + 12 = x 100 c
-- ,--
To meet the requ/reme/lts for Proprlety, evaJuariolls (ls/ltg t!le eva/llat/olt model sllould: 
P1 Service Orientation 
.A,~·S"'SS needs of the pr(lgr3'1"', custome-s 
Assess program O'.ItcoFIes "::J3!1lst Drg"'i",d cusiomers' 3ssessed n8ec.s 
H81p 3ssure lt' ~E the: full r~ng'Ô' (If righru progr3 ' oel'e:ic:arie.:, 3'a ser·....;od 
P 01' Oée excellent ser,' ce 
t.bk.;. ,h.;. ';"dluat o:fs s",rvice or .;.nt~1ioi"r c- ';':lr éO st:lkehoidè'S 
idel~H/ program st-el'gths to b'Jild 0'1 
Iderff)' Dfognm '::"'3kl'''S.:a.;." tCI correct 
Giva im';"irrl feedback lor prO~'~l/11 mpro:t?r:'ert 
Expcse h3fmfL:! ~·rac1;c",s 
l'lforr'' .:.11 -igl-t-to-kl'o'N a'.I::! ",:lees ai :1- a proS-3nl's pO:. th'e :ll":l Mg3tive Olo tco;~'as 
Ds··O Exce ent 07·8 \/.;.rf' Good _ :;·5 Good L 3-4 F3ir C 0-2 POOl' 
P2 F1mnal Agreements, reac/J ar/vallce writrell agreements on: 
E"<:II'ua1io'1 pl-'pose and qt.est 0ns 
.Auc:8nces 
E'...aklc'1io:ln repott::.
 
E:litinS
 
Rele..::.e 01 reports
 
Ei:,lu;:;1k,n prccecûres ;:md 3ch.;odlll",
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Con;identiality',:"no;',y:r Ity c; dattl
 
E'.',)llIJtion siJff
 
Meta€l'ialu~,t on
 
E·..aluJti')n r",sources,
 
o ~.' (\ bce €lnt 0 7-8 ... r"'r1 Good L 2,-4 Fair L 0-2 P.):r 
P3 Rights of HUlnan Subjecœ 
Mtl~'; de;:;' to Sttl~o:-'1cders tnat t;,e "'.. J!'.Itlûon ViiI! ro:-,g,~'ect and JYoto:-~t he r g'1ts .)f r'.InKl", ,.u~je~ts 
e-:lri\: 'l'tenc6c vs€ls of the e··:"luati,)rt 
Keep s!aÎ(ehe'ders in:o'med 
Fo(.w (!'.le VOC6SS 
Uphoid (... il rigt'Its 
Llr.de·st,)nc pati.cipam·,',)!uo:-s 
R8S!J6.:t div8fsity 
F.) ("N p·:)to~o, 
Hono' (:on:id€lmia i:Y!,)'lonyfnity' tlgre€llllE'nts 
Co no b~,rm 
09·,) Exee €l'lt 07-8 \f€lr!,Sood _ 5-5 (,.:;,)od C 3-4 Fair C 0-2 POOl' 
P4 Hliman Interactions 
Consisten-':/ relate 10 a stakeb:.lde's.r:, professon.., . al'ner 
Mtlint:,in efeCU'b? COl" f UnIC<:l!on'N tt- stakeh:olders 
Fo .("N t~le rstitl/tio!':. V:tocoi 
r..1in.m Ize d srllptio'i 
H';'Il'Y p"'ln:lc'~'.Jrt:3 l)r;i.1C,Y l' Ght,. 
Hono' t Il~e COfi'illlitrnents 
Be Jle1 to :l'le address partcipants ccr,CE'm.s abo'.lt the "'.3111aton 
Be .s"'llsiti','E' L') p:uti.:ipams di ',...rsity 0: ',':llu",,· :md CJftllr:l1 di'ferences 
E·e even-hrded ,-. :Iddr.;.ssing diff.".;nt stJkel'old€'rs 
Co nc~ 'gl'.ore or belp ccver '.Ip any p.1r<iclpants incorrpet"'llce '.IIl...thic:,1 bei'la'"i:y, i'auc, ,-:aste, O' 3bus,e 
P5 Complete elnd Fair Assessment 
.A.:.so:-ss and 'epcrt th", vogranfs strenGÛ"s 
A~s€os$ and 'eport tht? ~,rogram:s :tie:1knt?ss,es 
R"'1=0i on int"'!l:!",d o~tc.j! 'es 
Repl)ft on unimend€<l o...t,;;) 'es 
Giva a th.xo'.Igr. :lccount::: the e"3,'.Itltiol·''; p,',iC-€'ss 
A." a~'provri,,!l:-, shr:'." h,;'"'' tn.; vogr,)l'iis sU8'lgtrs coud be used t,) O"'HC')11e its'N€o:lknessE's 
H,'l'ie trs dr.Jft rspon re·,·r:-w..d 
ApP'Dc.riGt..l)' Gddres.:, cr lie is·n',. of the dn1 repeort 
.A,C~n-::r'Nedge the fillG! reports ilP'ibt ons 
Estimate ane ~6P'3rt t'le effeClS of tlle e·.'a!u3tion's "lllitati')'lS on tne O':",f03 jlid;p~ en! of !t-e pro;n:v" 
o 9- '0 Exce' e'lt 0 7·e V.,ry Goo:! ~ 5-5 Good L :'.4 Fair C 0-2 POOl' 
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P6 Disclosure of Findin~ls 
Cehe the rl9~Ho-kno"'i ::ludencss 
E~:..,[olish -:1 (:omr:ictl:-:11 b::lsis for ccmp1iirg ../Yith rgh:-lO-kno,',' requ. 'emems 
Infom' lb? :iUGler ces ,)f the .;."al'.lJiio:1S purG')Se~ and VGject~ 'ep~rts 
Rep01 311 fdings il' '{,'f :irg 
Report -s >?··.. 3m po:nts of 'i ew of botl1 $!.lppon:e:s and enties of ,h... vograrn 
R"'P')1 b~l':.nce'::. infornlèd coflclusivrs 3nd r.;.eonlm,;,n~bt ·;.ns 
ShO'h the b:iSIS for the conc!us'ons ~lI'd reco'nm.;.ndat ons 
C'sclose the .,..,;:,iuatio'·,'s l " <)\.ons 
l'fi repc·rt ng :Ichere strie;I:,. 10 i:l cc-de :;' directness, Cperl'1eSS, JnG completensss 
.Assve tilat r,;,;::01s. r';'(l:r th",~r a'.ldiei)lxs 
o ~:-' 0 Ex:s ent 0 7-8 \:'.;.ry Good _ 5-S :;ood L 3-" F3ir L 0-2 POOl' 
P7 Conflict of Interest 
Idertfy potent .:lI conflicts 0' Inter8s·t 98-':, n ire s'l3I';3ticn 
Pro.... ice·,'ritten. cont:3cnI:.1 s3fegu3rcs 3g3il :1 identIf·.,..j con:licts of ·r.terest 
EnGage rrultiole ... ·13i<l3tO·S 
M3i~,t:.ill s··,'a I,/;Hior -scords fç,r incep.;.nden re', e'N 
As appropria!e. el'gage indepel'dent pZlrties to ·:lssess ths e',oai"aùor, for its slIscepib 1ty or cor-upt on by 
confli,:ts o· mtarest 
'...·...hen :lPvo;:or.ate. rele:I~'''' evall.-:ltlcn voc~ures, G-:lt" :.nd 'sports for p'.Iblic -s,ie..,,' 
Comr3c; 'li tt the f~nc.'''g 3'.rth:xit'/ ratner [l1an the- 'u/',d",d pres-am 
H:I',e Interna e'l;:li'J3!O'S report drect.y to Ire chis' executi',a o'ficer 
R",po 1 eql. it.:lbl·j' to .)11 ·ight·to-~ )0':; "L1CienCes 
EnGag... '.111 Gue y q:.I3Iifi9d persons io ~)3rticipte tre e'{311.-311On. e·,e') f they :K'l .. e :. poter)!']1 con:lict 0' 
imerest: but (3ke steps to counre-"ct t!"e con;lici 
09-' 0 Exce '€ont 07-8 ... 'er'l Good ...: 5-3 800d C 3-4 Fair L 0-2 Poc·r 
PB Fiscal Responsibility 
Speci'y ,)nd bllcget k,r expense itams inac'iallcs 
Ka",:.: tk'9 bL.d:;;et s•.. ficiently· lsxib e to permit app-oç·riate -Etal:oc·aticrs te ~trengther ;1".'" e'iall;.aten 
Obbin appropriat9 3ppro'ial for reeoec bud':;Je:a-y modi'icatior:3 
.A.ssign 'esponsib ily ',y rn3pag "g the EC.;,. uaticn f;nancE-s 
M"i,·,t.:-.in 3CGUrate ~';':('n~s of S{)u"~s of flll'ding ZlIl(: el<perdicuras 
M3int:tin adec1l3;.,. pers':'!1I1",1 -eco-ds f.')'1cernirg .01; ai'ç,catiol's and ln- s sosl't c,', the job 
Emp 0i ':cmp.arison~,hoppirgfor evaluativr m:iter aIs· 
En'p 0:, Gcmoar s'x, c,):ltract bi.:din9 
Be fr~g:l in expenciil~ ""'3!uation reSOdrces 
As ac.proç,,;atE-. include 31' el<perdiwre summ:.ry a~· part 0' the oo.:;)lic e',3Iu.,t on report 
Q 9- '0 Exce e'lt Q I-e ....iery Goo::! _ 5-5 800d C 3-4 Fair L. 0-2 Po:)r 
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Scoring the Evaluation for PROPRIETY Stren~lth of the model's provisions f.;.r 
Add the following: PROPRIETY 
N'Jmber of Excellent rcttil"~s (C-8) xc:.: c: 30 (-:t3%:, tO 32 ExcEtllellt 
N'Jlllber of \!ef~,1 Gooe (CI-S') x', : C 22 ('.38%) (.;. 29: Very Good 
Nclrl1ber of Gooo (3-,S:· xl= c: 16 ~50'~'o!to 21 Good 
N.rmber of =;;,. , (C-B) xl: Ce (25%: (0 lE.: Fair 
: C C joj'l; : to 7: Poor 
__ (Total score) + 32 ~ __ x 100 = __ 
T0 meer the requirr"mellts For "ccuri/CY, evaluatiolls USillg the e~"alil"tJon model shoClld: 
A1 Program Documentation 
Colleet oesc'iptbrr~ of the irtenoed vogr,,1 ' f'om var ous ',vritten :3ouroe~· 
Colleet (:esc'ip;ion::. (of tne irte1ced V:::'g"a' , :om the dent ar:1 ,'ar ous ::-:a,>",110 der:: 
Descn~1e r·~·:" th:- pmgr:lm ·::as rtelloec ~o furcti::n 
fv1aint3in recorlis from~,.ri,)us source:: 0: n·:),·, tt.e progranl '~perJt",d 
As :83s:bla. >?ng3ge ind",penoelll ob:3",",ers to di?scr be t'le v::gra1l"s Jctu:.i operatio'lS 
Ces<:n!.Je ro':: :r8 pr0tiralll ,;CWJ. ly fun":'or ed 
An.:iI';'ze olscrep,:irtc&S behveer -;he ·,,,~io'.I.s oesc'-iptio1'1s of 1-:0""" the pr')ÇIralll'N:ls intenced to func!!ol' 
A.nû;,zs clscrep.·UKe$ bet'Neel' 'Kl'.': the program '::.3$ rotended to ops'ms artd hO-.'1 it )r;!'Jally or;erated 
A::.~ the çirent ord ','3r OUS stakeholcers to ·353"'·::3 tlle Gcovacy of re'~ordec cescriptions of both the 
imended al~d the actual p'ogr~.:;1
 
Prodllce " tec!"nic<11 repo1 th~lt COCllm",ms the program's oP€"otions
 
A2 COlltext Analysis 
Us€' mult pie SCU',)'ElS of irfoml3t on to deser be the P::::G ran' 's cortext 
[:escrt!::e tho;. conte;.:t s tecrln ~o . :OCI~.1. pclitlc':ll. ')rG:lIl zotiO:".31. :lIld economic features 
Maint3i'l ct log of '.Jnl,.~.L.:11 c:cumst3llCeS 
Record nst"ncas in wricr ndivid',als or 9ro'-,ps Intenti';.naly or otrerNise imener8d'Ntt the pr(.;II'.::lm 
Record nS!J'lces ;') wr;c ndivid"'.3Is (or 9ro'.,ps nt8ntio'-':1 1'1 (or ,;.t1"ewlvise ti:1';8 :3peclal ass starce l';' th8 
r;rc.;'am 
Analy<:e ro'.'/ th", prlj;lram's context is S Illl •• r to or cifferent 'rom cO'ltexh vihera the p~c'gra . r 'Ight :Je 
ocopt~ 
Repo·1 tros.a c<omextua' rf '.Iel'C,?,· that oppe.:lred ::::. S'-;lll :ic:lrtl'1 ;'1f1uence the proGra;" .-me dl,)t m ~ht ~)Ë 
0: :nterest ta p,;.t",mia adopters 
ESlim~lte effe,~ts cf o')f1text ,;.n pr(ogr:llll outoo 'es 
idert f'1 8nd dascribe an,;, citle;:;; CO:1' p...titor:3 to thi::. progr:ll11 thot fU!1et-011i?c13t tre same tim... Jild il' :'le 
prcG'am 's eï.' '01' ment 
[:ës·~ri!::e rc':: people in tho? orogr:1Il1's gerer:.1 mea përce;, ...d the pro~ral1"'= o?xistence. 'rpo1.::lnce. ard 
::l'_ality 
_ ~~-1:t Excellert _ 7-'2. Very G(lOI~ _ J-2 POOl' 
A3 Described Purposes and Proc~dllr~s 
.At the eV:llui?to,fs O'-'tse!. re,~orj the çilemfs CVpO~·8S ',)' tra 9',;,31i.. ..1tlon
 
f'/I:::I'itor ~nd d€!$cri~)e st:l~ehoido?rs' nt8nde'~ ,I::ces of e·;;:;!.I<lt;ofl f rdirgs
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idel'!'fy :1nd a~se% C::Tlts of 3greement a'ld '~lsa9reerrel't al1lo:lG st:1kebolders regarding the 
eVal];:HiCI' S p'.Irposes 
A" appropriait?, up:bte e',;alual,on procedures tG acco :OC:1te cr :mges Hl the e··.. 3 uadon's purpcses 
Re'~ord !t'El act'.lal 6".<ùlalion procedur.;s a~, mplemented 
'(:,hen n1erpretirg find.l'gs. !él>(e rto :Iccount the (j fe-ent st3keholde's ntencec ~Is·e:· of the ';'i.:;idG!i,)n 
'(-/hen nterpretirg findr·gs. t3>(e 'r·.to :1CCOUnl the extel~t towhich the imend",d procecmes '::ere effect '.. e y 
e:<eCI.. ted 
D8scr~le th", e·'al(l.,t on's ;)1.• rpos·8s ane p-ocedll'es in the sumlll.'l"l and flJI-len9th e""::l u.;l,icl' 'e~lol'ts 
,f:.,.~ :ea~·,r)ie. engage !ndBpenc",nt ev;:n.ators to monitor and e'i::l 'J'l,El the \?ialualion's C)lIrposes and 
procedures, 
_ 9-EI Excellert 7·8 Very GOOG C ~,-i: GOOG _ 3-4 ;:ai' _ )-2 POOl' 
A4 Defensible Information Sourcês 
Obtain in:o:m::ltion frem .. variety' o:sollrces. 
US\? partirent. VO:-....-(lusly c::rlected inkJll,3tiol' (.nce ',I,:lIid.:;t"d 
As JpprOpri3to:-, el"ploy a.'ar êty of da:a çollecti:l~ , . e,hoo~
 
Cocumo:-nt and repol\ information sO'.lrces
 
Cocument. jlls~ify. and 'spcrt the critena ::ucd rnethods useo ,0 select 'nforrratic-r SC'l.rces
 
Fo~ B8ch s·:)vca. ds'rn8 ir.e pOpl_ <ltlor
 
Fo' e8ch poplhtion, as 8pprop·i:He. de!r,e ary empleyed so:<mp e
 
Doc'.lIllent. jllstit;" :Ind "Sport the meal's usec 10 obtail ,nforn' Jtlon :1'01'''' eoch seves
 
'nclude dota collo:-c~ic'n nstrumems il~ G technic:al :1p~'erdix to the e':tluat (·n r\?por.
 
CocJment and report. .)ry b:l:"'~ fea:ves in tile o:J1:lined info"mation
 
_ 9-10 Excellent 7-& Very Gooè 0 5-1; GO:''.)G _ :,-4 ;:~;i' -,0-2 POOl' 
AS Valid Information 
Focl_s tile e\'aLmticn on ke:, qlles·tions 
As appropriat€'. er.:·')by multipe measl.:·es t.) Jd,:;ro:-ss e8ch question 
pCo'iice a det~1iied desc.:iptior. of tho:- ÇI)!lshlct.$ ::l~ld bo:-ha··.. io·s :1b,)ut "''Ir jcr inform:lt on 'N 1be acql..l:ed 
ASS8% and -eport '::hat t;,pe Of ;r',fcrrnaùor e3ch empbyed procêdve aCJ~uir8s 
""Elin 8nd cZ11ibrale tlle c3ta colle,:;tors 
COI~'.Iment :tnd r\?port he d:11., co edo:.n conditlonsJrd proces':. 
Coc'.Iment ho·.': nforrr atior :rort'l aacr proc8'dllre 'W~1S s.~cr8d. ~1IK1:y'zed ,:md nto:-rpreted 
Report 311<: ji_3th' iderencessrgl;( Jnc l' ccr . :}in~lton 
Asso:-ss and 'sport the cOIllPrehensiveness of mef'lforrn:lticn ~,rO"'io)sc by tlle ~,rocedves as :1 SEol il' 
relatiop 10 th'? nf.)rn· :Hien l'seda'; (c "m'I,'?' tne ~at of ",:aklatî');"l q'.. est-ons 
E".tat,lisr, 'leJningful cat",gories 0: !lfoflYlaticr by iC8nti'y "I~ r€<9'.IiJr and rseurrent tho:-mes i!l inforrn3ti::r 
collectee 1..:3,,:q QI;alitati,.'Et 3sses.smem coroc",d', 'es 
AB Reliable Information 
'del't fy 3nd. u::ti"y the. t~'pe(sl and extert Of rellab I-t:< e1a.rred 
F,y each 8'"' plcyed d8ta ccectio:.n de·.ice. specit/ ths V'lit of a",a\si:: 
A,s· :ezis. bie. ('hoose measunn~ de'llces that in tile past r·J'le û',o·,'..n acœpt~1:)I", e;el5 of reliab;: ty ;.:or tne .. 
imended lises 
ln report·ng reliabll,ty' of .ln in3Irl,l·ent. assess and repor1 the factars ,hat irfl.;enced tre r'€'i1ab ty. 
inciuGÎ 19 tho:- char3cter istics of the 8x:lOlirees. the data ccl'o:-cticn co. d ücn$, a'ld the evaiuato"s biases 
Check ~,nc reporc ti)e ,;crsistency of scorcng, c;:;tegoriz.:ltiol" 3nd GOC ng 
-rain 8nd c"lib'ate score~s 3no anaiysts to proc'Jee consistêllt resu,ts 
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Plio. te2.t ne'1, 'nst~l.f1·er~ ;1", order to icemify "qd GOI'tral SOUTes of ",-roI' 
A, Gppropri"te. engage and .:hed, the GConsist€'I1':y' ba,',...."'EH· ""ultqJle absar·,e·s
 
A.c,~no·N edge f.:liab y probl€'n1 s il' the 'ir·al r8port
 
Estim3te ,.nl~ 'e~'on the ",Hees of ...me:t:!l; :,;: 1tre j;:;t;:;. on the o·,'.;>-a jL.d;lment of tre pmg'::ml
 
A7 Systematic Information 
ES!G;:.lis'"l protoGol:; for ql.:llity Gontrol 0: the ev.all,at:er information
 
-r,ain tne ",.'a!uGtioro <-\af te- ad~.ere ,0 t!'e da;" prOl')CO:'
 
S,:stem3tca y check tt'e Jccuracy of sconng "nd CO'JiI)g
 
'Nh€'n fe,as:!Jle. use 1ll 1;ltiple avahJators and check tl'e cOl)Si:.t€'f"!':Y' of ther 'No'k
 
\jerif~. data 8ntr~'
 
Proofread ar,d verify dat;:; tables generatec :rem cemp',lter output or other n-eJros
 
Sy'steillat ze and col"lrol ~,tor3ge :)( the e"a umian nfor" atien
 
Cefne •·.. 10 ':ni! have access to the e'"l'UJ: 0:1 in:::; 'mario"
 
Sl'ictl)' (')l1tr,) access to the e',::lll1;:;t 0'1 in:o-m3tion acecording t:: estalo ;3~ ee p':)!ocoL,
 
H;;'Je dat3 p'0'.. icer3 "er,'y th? data they sllbr' itted
 
_ J-2 P,X'r 
A8 Analysis of Quantitiltlv~ Infofllliltioll 
Seglrl b:, coràolC:ir,g prelimirary explor)t:::'y ;:;n;:;:yses to .:Iss',re dl'? d;;Ha's cOITe,;tness ~mc ta g,ain a 
gr€Oite' lIrde-stand nt! :::f the o).:<ta 
Cr'lc,)s€' procedl;r€,s opprop-i)te for th", "'>'311.1.:-I1:on ~lues;lers and na\1,r€' of th", d;;lt;;l 
Fo' each p"ocE-dur€l ~pedfy' ~o'"'' ts Key assumpt ons are t,eirg met 
R,;,p.)1 l 'it<:<tons of eaeil ;;Inalytlc p·cceoJ:Jre. hc"_~lil~g failure to n'leet OSSUnlotCH1S 
En',~. Oy' multiple .:Ir ':-t1 yti.: procedures to ,;hed. on ,;onsistenc,' 3nd r.;,p :cability G: k,dil'gs 
Ex:w,ire ','a 'ialollity 3S Vie l ,"1& cEmtral tenoencies 
!de!'t f'y .:llld eX.:In· ine olltliers :tll l } verity ther ':;'),fEt.;b',ass 
;dert:fy am: ':-lIl;:;lyze St3t s'i':.al inter.Jet ons 
A~se3s 'Statistc;;I1 s!:;1I"' fic;;l l' ce 31l(; pr"ctic:lls 9flific:tnce 
Use viS'J31 d.sp 3:,3 to C 3ri\ the preS8ntatioro and nterpret3t on :): -g,tatist c,,: resu cS 
_ 9-E1 excellert _ 7-B Very Go::c C ~..;; '300(; _ :'-4 =;:;1- ....: C1-2 ?oor 
A9 Analysis of Qualitative Intornliltion 
FOC',30r key qL.est ('ilS
 
[:",kte lil';' bCl....id.:-t~ies 0: in:o'!"!" "tiO~1 IO loe L1sed
 
Cbt.:llil 11l:::;'m3ri::'n ~8yed to the itnlX'P:;;Iqt eiGI~I;;Itic\') ql,e.'S.rions 
Ver if)' the acc-.lr,.cy 0: fl'l::!i!'gs by' obtJin '~g confim'atory e','id",nce fro!"', !"' uitillie SOI,; l'ces. irc, ...ding
 
stJk.;,h·)ider'S,
 
C~c.)se ':-tll;:;I:"ic p-oc8dl. "es ;;Ird rnethods of ::U"~"3rjza!on thot are approprl.:lte to t'-le e',;;1 ,mi:::!"
 
q';estons ':-lnd emp o:,ed qJ3li;mive In:::;';)';<:<tio"
 
Cel' ve a set of cat~o'i€ls that 1:: suffie ent ~o document, illumlna:e. ::lrd respol'd 10 tre 8V311,3tlon
 
::jl.est (ons
 
- .;.st the de-j'.Ed ':3:eGor 8S :0; f€, .:l:Jility ;:;;nd v,Jli,: :y
 
Ca~si'y the ol;t;;! rleé infNn'atton imo :he ,'-.;. idated an':-I,y'sis c;:;;teg.yjes 
CerivE' Gonch;sions anc "ec,), " mE'ndatic~ls ;::nd demollst-a,e the" .. , e;::ningf:Jlne.ss 
R"'P01 "tironS of th", re:erence::l info'mzlt"o;l. an3!vse::. ane ',feJ'Eonces 
_ 9-'1 J Excellel't _ 7,B \lery Go:)!) C 0-1; Go'o'~ _ ~.--l -3i" ~ J-2 Poor 
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A10 ,Iustifled Conclusions 
FOCl_S conclusi.)ns Glfed:i 0'1 the S··'3 '.I~\ion qUE!~.!ions 
ACcv3te'y fef",ci ths e'.';:;.'.wiion proco?:!ures 3n:! fl'1G,t1;Js 
Lim t c(.nclusion.~, ta Ihe ..::.p ca01s th ' s periods. t~on~o?xts. Vlmosas. anG acti';lt o?S
 
C lo? :he 'Ifem' ::l:~~r :h,ll SJ~'p1s each CO:lt~lusjçr
 
ider If.,. :;nd 'e~oCrt th", p-ogr.ml'::i sice effads
 
Rep')1 pl::lv:. ble al:e-nat,.,,~ expbl~ations 0: 1"'8 fTld "g::.
 
Expiair '::h)' cival exp~l.,atio!ls ·:..e-e ro?jact",d
 
'/'''::l1Tl <1gainst m~lk!rlg ço'nrnon rnisinterç-retat ,)ns
 
Obt:tfI1 -:lr:! aç.dr",s-:; trie result: of 3 prElralease re.ie'N of the dra:, e.,.. :.luat on r'?p.)'t
 
Repo1 :I-a evalt:3tior's lim r:lt!::rs
 
A11	 Impartial Reportlng 
E1p,;e tr,:;, c ,:;,nt:o deter .'in€' steps ta ersve :air, impania\ reports 
E·,tablish appr,)criate e(;itN al ;autho'it:...
 
Cet",rr line l' ghl-io-kn,)':" audiences
 
E.~,t;:;blis"l :'lI'd folio':: _1Ppro' rat", pla:)!:, :::J' -s''''<1siIlG :indinGs to .:lll ~Ght·to·kno',~' :llldlel~Co?~
 
Sa:eg ua':! r",ports from do?l;ber.~te or rtac'o'o?rtsnt (;Ist::rt,ons 
R",p01 ~)er3pect'\'es .)f a 1 staksholde' groups 
Rep01 ;:lltBr:"Ia~i,B plausôle cere t.·s l)'1S 
Obtall1 Ot.tsi:!8 3udrts e: fe;t:J1s 
(j",s:ri!)e s.lep taken te control bi3S 
F':lrticiptEt in :~rJ:t1iG preso?nëa,iof)~. 0 1 the fino::tn;Js to he p gU_lrd .:l;jJlnst ::ln:! cer-sc, distoXéiol's 1.:.,.- c,h",r 
imsrested p:.rtio?s 
_ 9·1 J Ex'~ellel't _ 7·8 Ver:, Goc,; C ::..6 (::ooc _ ~,·4 -Ji: _ J·2 POOl' 
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Scoring the Evaluation for ACCURACY Strength of th~ mod~l's provisions for
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Results of the Four Crucial Standards Identified by Stufflebeam 
(1999) 
To meet the requirements for Propriety, evaluation using the * evaluation model should: 
Pl Service Orientation Methods Valuing Use 
Assess needs of the program customers X X X 
Assess program outcomes against targeted customers' assessed X X X 
needs 
Help assure that the full range of rightful program beneficiaries X X 
are served 
Promote excellent service X X 
Make the evaluation's service orientation clear to stakeholders X X X 
Identify program's strengths 10 build on X X 
Identify program's weaknesses to correct X X 
Give interim feedback for program improvement X X X 
Expose harmful practices X X X 
Jnfonn aU right-t0-know audiences- of the pmgram's positive or 
negative outcomes 
To meet the requirements for Accuracy, evaluation using the * evaluation model should: 
AS Valid Information Methods Valuiog Use 
Focus the evaluation on key questions X X X 
As appropriate, employ multiple measures to address each X X 
quest-ion 
Provide a detailed description of the constructs and behaviors X X 
about which information will be acquired 
Assess and report what type of information each employed X X 
procedure acquires 
Train and calibrate the data collectors X 
Document and report the data- coHectit)fi conditions and process X 
Document how infonnation from each procedure was scored, 
analyzed and interpreted 
Report and justify inferences singly and in combination 
Assess and report the comprehensiveness of the information X X 
provided by the procedures as a set in relation to the information 
needed to answer the set of evaluation questions 
Establish meaningful categories of information by identifying X X 
regular and recurrent themes in information collected using 
qualitative assessment procedures 
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To meet the requirements for Accuracy, evaluation using the * evaluation model should: 
AIO Justified Conclusions Metbods Valuiog Use 
Focus conclusions directly on the evaluation on key X X 
questions 
Accurately reflect the evaluation procedures and findings 
Limit conclusions to the applicable time periods, contexts, X X 
purposes, and activities 
Cite information that supports each conclusion X 
IdentifY and report the program's side effects 
Report plausible alternative exptanations ofthe findings X 
Explain why rival explanations were rejected 
Warn against making common misinterpretations X X 
Obtain and address the results and prerelease review of the X X X 
draft evaluation report 
Report the evaluation's limitations 
To meet the requirements for Accuracy, evaluation using the * evaluation model should: 
AH Impartial Reporting Metbods Valuing Use 
Engage the client to determine steps to ensure fair, X X 
impartial reports 
Establish appropriate editorial authority X 
Determine right-to-know audiences X X 
EstabUsh and follow appropriate plans for releasing. X 
findings to ail right-to-know audiences 
Safeguard reports from deliberate or inadvertent distortions X X 
Report perspectives ofaU stakeholder groups X X 
Report alternative plausible conclusions X 
Obtain outside audit of reports X 
Describe steps taken to control bias X X 
Participate in public presentations of the findings to help X X 
guard against and correct distortions by other interested 
parties 
*Methods model: Program Theory-Dnven EvaluatIOn SCIence Approach 
*Valuing model: Value-Engaged Approach
*Use model: Evaluation Capacity Building Approach 
